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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 • Statement of the Problem 
The construction and presentation of a revised instrument of Evaluative Criteria 
for Physical Education at the Elementary School Level is the problem of this study. 
2. Background and Purpose of the Study 
The original instrument of Evaluative Criteria for Elementary School Physical 
Education 1 was one of eight specific curricular evaluations developed through 
a Boston University research project during the school year of 1951-52. In 1953, 
the results of that project were published under the title Elementa..Y Evaluative 
Criteria. 2 During the past eight years this manual has been used by many school 
systems in a number of states to ~valuate their respective elementary school currie- I[ 
ulums. 
Because the scope of physical education at the elementary school level has I 
enlarge.d considerably in such a short period of time, it is believed that the instru-
ment of evaluative criteria for elementary school physical education developed in 
1953 is in need of revision and must be updated to reflect the thinking of modern-
day physical educators. This is the purpose of the study. 
3. Delimitation of the Study 
The instrument will be developed in terms of evaluative criteria for physical 
edu cat! on in grades one through six on I y • It wi II not be intended for use at the I 
kindergarten or seventh and eighth grade levels. Items of evaluation for health ed-
1 ucation will not be included, but a minority of the criteria may closely correspond 
1 1 Merrill S. Bergstrom, Evaluative Criteria for Elementary School Physical EducatiO} 
Master's Thesis, Boston University~' School of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 
1957. 
2 James F. Baker, and Others, Elementary Evaluative Criteria (Research Project) 
Boston University 1 School of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 1953. 
1 
to the sepa,I"Qte instrument pertair:tirtg directly to health educotion· at the 
elementary school level, which is being developed by cmotherwriter. 
4. Justific'a,tion of the Study 
fn View of the· ever-chang ina educotional picture at all levels of learning, 
evaluation has become dn' essential tool in- determining apparent strengths and 
weoknesses and in: providing a basis for improvement of .(l sive·n program structure. 
To- be more speciftc, it cdn be said that 11Phy.sical ed.ucotion is an integrqi 
pa:rt of the elementary s.chool curriculum and rm:tkes important contributions to-
the obje:ctives of edu·cat{on in a democratic Society. Periodic exdmi.nation ·of 
purposes and goc;ds in the light of changing environment and ·new knowledge is: 
essential for_planning optimum programs."1 
The justifi{.:ation can be further advanced in that 11 Evaluation. helps the 
teacher to i-mprove in~truction· so thpf .grea:ter child growth .and development 
is possible. Jt shows the: teacher how .effective her teaching methods hav:e 
been· and whether the aims or objectives are being realized •112 
The apparent su·ccess of the: original instrument .a·nd it.s counterpart irr 
seconda·ry education further express the need for an l!p-to,-date instrument 
which will evaluate programs of elementary physical educati,Qri. in terms or 
present-day aims, objectives and goals. 
5. Statement of Pey~ical Education Objectives 
11The aim of educatio-n is to provide for the optimum phys[c·ai, 
social, emotiotta-1, and intelleptual growth and development of 
children in light of their needs·and interests, so that they may become 
worthwhrle m~mbers of society--citizens of de.rnocracy. Physi.cal 
education- contributes to· tbi's aim through its objectives and' by means 
1Anna S. Espenschagder 11Child Developm~nt Research: Implications for Physic'Cll 
Education, .. National Elementary Principal (December, 1960), 39:12. 
2J_eonardA. Larson and Lucille f. Hillr Physical Education ln·the 'Efementa.ry 
Schoolr Henry Holt and Co~pany, New York, 1957, p. 203. 
2 
I 
of i.ts ·activities. Ill 
lrr view of this; statement, Miller 2 .has. stated. the following three fundamental 
obfecJives of physjca( education: . 
a.) l'hysi cal: [ncl udes- physical fitness, growth and development 
and skills.. · · 
.b.) Sociai-.Emotlonal: Includes such 'traits as cooperation., competition, 
leadership, sportsmanship,. honesty, release of 
tensions, etc. . 
c.) rnteUecfual: fncludes knowledges and appreci~tions. 
The above ol:>jectives are voiced by almost eve-ry modern-day writer irr elementary 
physical education. Some of these a.ufhoritie~prefer to splif.social and emotional 
into· twe>: separate objectives, 'wliile ·others set forth fhe develop'ment of leisure 
time as a fourfh fundamental objective •. 
. . 
· · .,.This objective might be considered in terms of how 
phy~.ical .edut:atipn ,can he.lp chUdr~ri pr.:o.vide. for Leisure: time 
in living· a. full and well~bab:~nc.eCI present at~cl future lif?-•. 
Arbitrarily:, thi.s leisli~e-~i.me o~ective might be referr:ed to 
as the recreational obJecttye.. 11 • 
These fdur ob.jectives·place. a great responsibiLity on· the teacber.s .of 
elementary school phy?it:al edu-cation. P~ysicaf education is clearly an integral 
par.t of the school c.urr.icu.l.um, and contributes to the edt:Jcation of the whole 
child.. Th~· i.nstn,1ment w.i.ll .be developed on the basis of these objectives. 
6. Pr.ocedures of Study· 
·The procedures of thrs study are stated here in brief for:m.. 
a.) A review of the.lit.erat~re involving_ a compr.ehensive study o.f 
recently puhli.shed booksr manuals, guides· and pedodi~als, 
lArthur G~ Miller and Virginia Whitcomb, p~ysical Education in the Elementary 
School Curriculum, Prentice Hcdl, lric .• , Englewood CUffs, 1957£. p. 3. · . 
2Jbid.,. pp: 3-5. 
-3James .H. Humphrey, Elementary "schobl P~y.sicaJ Education, "Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 19~0, p. 26. · · · 
3 
the majority of which pertain directly to elementary school 
phys.icdl. education will be·made. This st.udy will provide 
the bdsis for th!"l construction of a revised instrument in· 
first-draft form. 
b.) A 11 jury11 of qualified persons in the field of elementdry phy~ical 
educatioh· will then be selected, and will be sent copies of th.e 
first draft. They Wi 11 be dsked to· make .any changesr deletions 
or additi'ons that they believe necessary ta make the in?tri.Jment 
more effective and meaningful. 
c.) As a result of the 11 jl1ry findings, 11 the first draft of the instrument· 
will be revised. This revised copy will be taken to Worcester-, 
Massachusetts, wher.e: it will be used as the instrument in the 
evafuation of elementary physical edlfcdtion in the ftfty-six 
el ementory schools located irr thdt city. Personnel_ usi'ng the 
instrument will be asked to present constructive c·riticism in· 
much the same manner as the members of the 11 jury 11 were asked 
to participdte. 
d.) Jn reviewing the merits of the constructive criticism offered by 
the personnel in elementary physicdl education· at Worcester, 
further revisions will be made, if necessary, and the final 
i.nstrument will result. 
4 
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CHAPTER It· 
REV[EW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. fntroductio~ 
Jn order that a more comprehen~iYe and detailed. study of desirable 
characteristics of the modern elememt~ry physical educaHon program .can be 
presented,. this chapter will be deveJoped itr fo.ur specific phases. These: 
divisions wiH cohsist of (1) departmental organization and policies; (2) facilitie~, 
equipment and supplies; (3) program pla·nning anq teachin-g method~; and 
(4) dass content. 
2. Oeparfmental Organization and Policies 
Personneh-- The: firsf consideration is gfVen to the question: Who should 
teach elementary physico! educa.tion·? 
"'.In· general there qr.e three possible way$ in· which the 
r~spon~tbility, for the provision of phys)~a( educatfqn learning 
experl.ences for elementary school children may be delegated. 
These tnclude placlng the respo.nsibility with (l) the classroom 
teqch~r, (2) the phy~ical educati9n. specialist., or (3) various 
combinations utll'izing both the !=lassroom·teacher and the 
specialist. nl 
The physica:J educatfott speciaHst,. a person specifically ftairied in physical 
ed.ucatlon, is found to be most desirable for· grades· four.( five, and six, a:ccordi.ng 
2 to Miller, to· meet uthe growing lndivtdual interests, needs Clhd _skills of b~ys 
and girls. 11 
1 James H.· Humphrey, Elementary School Physical Education, Harper arid. :Brothers,. 
NewYork, 1960, p. 34. · · 
~nhur G. Miller and Vfrginicr Whttcomb, Physical Educa.tion h:1 the Elementg_ry 
School Curriculum, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, 1957,.· p. ]5. 
5 
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He c·ontinues to say: 
"his generally agreed that the classroom teacher in 
grades one.~ two and three should teach physiccd edllcation· to 
her respe.ctlve students bec$luse she best u.nderstands the 
individual differences of children, their interests, needs and 
abilities1'1 
The use of the phy~ical education specia.list is further indicated by 
Vannier , 2 as she states the following: 
11lt is increasingly becoming the practice in· many American 
schools for the classroom teacher, who may be unprepared to teach. 
physical education·r to be uhder the supervision of a highly trained 
and experienced teacher. This fo'rm of guided in-service training 
can be of invaluable assisfance. 11 
Jhus it has been determined that the 11specialistu in p~ysical educatiorr 
can be a very desirable asset in terms of the modern: program, not only as a 
teacher of children, but also to provide trdining,,when necessdry1 for classroom 
teachers who· appear to be .indisp~nsible to a healthy program of p~ysieal 
education, concem{n,g the lower elemer:ttary grades. 
General policies:--Speaking, first of all.r in: terms of time allotment, it 
Is fou·nd that a mafority of the states require daily instruction in physJcal education·. 
A statement prepared· by a ioint committee of the American Association· for Health,. 
Physical Educatioh ahd Recreation· and the Society of State Directors>Of Health, 
Phxsi<::al Edlfcatto·n· and Recreation indicates 11that children· in the elementary 
school should have a daily instructional pe.riod in p~y~i.cal education of at least 
30 minutes in length. Two·_petiods of 15-20 minutes each are recommended for 
primary grades. 113 There. is general agreement that the length of the instructio11al 
lrbid., P· 15. 
2Maryhelen Vannier and .Mildred fostet-, Teaching Physical Education in 
Elementary Schools, W. B. Saunders Company·, Philadelphia. {2nd Edition), 
]959, p. 23. . . 
3American Associatioh fot Health.~ PhyJ?ical Education; and Recreation, Phy~ical 
Education- An rnterpretation, 1959, Na.tional Edp-cation· Associationl . 
Woshington1 D.C.r 16 pp. 
6 
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period shou'id be greater for the upper elementary grade children·, with 45 
minutes seemingly the desirabl~ ma~imum, unless the program is not heid on a 
daily basis and meets only two. or 'three ttmes per week., It wouid seem, therefore I 
that the optimum program in elementary physfca( educa.tion wo~ld present q daily 
instructional class from 30-45 minutes in length depending on·the age group. 
. . . 
involved. 
Curriculum planning a·nd the establishment of the physical educqtiorr 
instructional program will be covered quite extensively ·under the division 
dealing With program planning and teaching methodsi howev~r, h a'lso appears 
' I • 
necessary to· discuss th'is topi~ in· relation to departmental policies. If there is 
to be organizatlon and directlon in terms of a defi.nite philos.ophy1 s~Jecific·aims 
and obf ecti Yes .appear to be ne.cessary· as well as the· avai·l ability of an up-to-date 
course.of study or curri.culum guide. !he· Schneider Study J presents conclusive 
evidence that curriculum guides are being utilized in mt~ny elementary physict~l 
education programs throughout the ·nation. 
• 
11Seventy--nine per cent (411) of the 523 schoof ·~y~tems ' 
reportin~ indicated that curriculum gui~es in physical ·educdt~on 
are available to their teachers. Eighty-two· per··cent (338) of 
the 411 systems pro.duce guides in· the form of separate publicati-ons·. 
fn 16 per cent (6?) of the 411 ~y.stems, physical educat,ion· is. . 
included in a. g_enera:l guide. Two· per cent (11 sy~tems) did not 
specify'the form of their guide." 
Salt2 points. out-a need in terms-of policy pertaining. to equipment and·supplies. 
11Tn order that funds will be wisely used, ·a yearly inventory 
of ail equipment including an evaluation of its condi.tion:., needs to· 
be made i'n· .each school. Next a I ist of needs should be made·. 
Though systems employed to accomplish this may vary· from school 
to school, it is the· responsibility of each teacher to· see to it that 
the administration is informed of the needs." 
... 
. 
lEI~a S.chn~ider, "Physical .Education in Urban ElementQry Schools, l3ulletin,-1959, 
Number J5, u·.s. Department C?f Health, Education, and Welfarer United States 
Office of Education,· Washington~, D.C., p. 20. · 
' - . 
2_E. Benton Sahr ... Gr.gce J. f.ox' and .B. K. Stevens,- reaching Physt cal Educa:tion in· 
the Elementdry School, The Ronald Press Compdny, New York, 1960, p. 45. 
. ' -
-it follows that equipment should be p~riodically checked. and kept in good repcdr. 
A stated policy cohceming an· inventory and the checking of e~uipment appear to 
be· necess~ry in a well organized pro.gram of physical ec;lucation. 
Wearing' apparel, during physical education qctivittes, ma:y also come· 
within the scope. of departmental policy. Obviously,. if no policy is in· force, 
no Ul)iforQ1 dressing .code can be forthcoming. For the lower elementary gtadesl 
the ohly chang~ that is: ge.neraJiy·a.d.vocated is the· changing of shoes,. while most 
modern-day physical educators feel that children in· the upper elementary grades 
sh9uld have regular gym clothes and shoe~.. fn this rega.rd,. Vanni·er 1 states the 
foilowing, as a ;possible criterion· of policy:· 
11~eginnlng in gra.de 4, it is desirable,.fpr both sexes to 
wear regulation: uniforms for their c]a·ssroorn work in the gymnasium 
or on the. playground.. One-piece suits of dark material, white 
tennis shoes. and soc;ks are recommended. for girls. .Dark rruhks, q 
white I r· shirtl high tennis ShOeS and heCJvy SOCkS are •recommended 
for boys·. 11' 
It should be _pointed out that a school sy~tem with a· very limited time allotment 
or inadequate dressing ·room a.nd shower facilities might find itself at a serious 
disadvantage. tn- trying to· ma.in.taih a stand.~rd policy oh costumes for physical 
educa.ti.on· activities. But1 .if an optimum program is provided,. these= conditi'ons 
wlll not exist. 
'two· other .ps;~tegories seem parti-cularly Worthy of inclusion concerning· 
departmental po:lici-es. Ihe first one is that of qn ·insurance program ·that would 
cover the students durln_g physical educgtion- t~ctivities. in some states this is 
pl:'ovided by various state associations, while in others it is.handled directly by 
the school system or is left to the parents of the: children. The possibility of 
injury- is-always pl:'esent, even in the most carefullY, ~nd skillfully plann~d program 
and the need for a low-cost insurance pol icy hec·omes necessary ih' view of high 
medi.cai costs; the 'Yelfare of the s!udent1 and the stability of the. physi ct~l 
education progr.am. 
8 
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Secondly, the need for an· adequate budget for the department of 
elementary physical education is apparent. This budget would include funds for 
new equipment, materlals and supplies, and the upkeep· of the same. lt may also 
in!=lude specified costs for pe'rsonnel directing the extra-class program, and in 
other cases, appropricrlions mdy be necessary for extra transportation costs. It 
is evidentr a't this point, that if physical edu.cation is to be an integrdl portion· 
~ 
of the whole school curriculum it must receive adequate funds for operation, as 
do· other fields of subject matter. 
Med,ical:-- Another area of organization· is concerned with the health 
status of children, fn general/' and more especially with those who may be suffering· 
from disease or various physical or me·ntal disabilities. A well-rounded program of 
physical education·will provide:special consideration for these children, but before 
they -can be helped, their problem must become known-. 
11Mediccd examinations given .by qualified physicians with 
the heip of school personnel,. are essential to understanding the 
individual childls health needs. It is generally recommended 
that these examinations be given to all pupils when they enter 
school qnd rouHnely in the first,_ thirdr fifth/' seventh, ni.nth 
and twelfth grades thereafter. 11 1 
It appears, therefore, tha.t a medical examination is desirable at least 
every two years, while others advocate that an a·nnlfal examination is essential. 
The succ.ess of this portion ·of organization will probably depend oh the degree of 
cooperation that exists between phy$icians and phys'ical education· personnel. Arr 
ideal situation may provide· a resident nurse and,, possibly, a school do·ctor. lf 
this. is not practical or·possible, an arrangement to have a nurse and/or doctor on· 
an 1'on call 11 basis may work out quite satisfa.ctorily. 
Extra-class program:-- An in·nQvation in m9dern· elementary physic~! 
educ"dtion is the "extra'-dass''program. 
1 Elizabeth Halsey and Lorena Porter,. Physical Education for Childrenr Henry Holt 
and. Company, Inc., New York, 1958, p. 148. 
9 
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11(t may be conducted during the noon recess or in after-
school hours. Tne: term 1extra-c'lass• is used in preference to 
~extra-curri-cular' because it should be considered. within th~ 
total curriculum of the school and an· addition to the )instructional 
class' period. Act}yitjes included in the extra.-dass program 
should be a-n outgrowth or exten~ion of those taught in the regular 
physical educatipn class period. 11 1 
It is generally -contended that such a program should be open to children in the 
upper elementary grades. The· inclusion of an extra-class program may cal( for 
- -
permission slips from parents and an· increase In fund allocations to pay the 
su.pervis<?ry personnel who· may· be q·ualified physical educators, classroom teachers, 
college studen-ts, or others. It would be difficult indeed to maintain a well-
ba.lanced and continuous extra.-~fass program unless it is administered by com-
petent and interested personnel who are receiving at least token compensation 
for their efforts. A problem of policy which may develop from such a program 
is tha,t of transportation. Gene~ally, school buses leave as soon. as school is 
dismissed, ·medning that in many cases, unless special transportation can be· 
provided for those who· wish to pa.rticip~te, the exfra-d~ss pr?grpm may be 
seriously impaired. 
'lMilier and Whitcomb, op •. cit., p. 49. 
10 
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3. Facili.ties1 E)Cfuipment and >SJpplies 
Jn. reference to fcrc;ilities1 eq\Ji,pment and sUpplies it is found that 
authorities in the field tend to use different terminology. For the purposes of 
this study1 the: following definitions will be used: 
a. Facilities:-- The space1 inside or out1 where physical 
education· activities can be held; e.g'. 1 gymnasi'um' 
or play· fields. 
b. Equipment:-- Materials of a permanent nature that do not 
have to be replaced often such as piarios1 mats and 
b.dckboards. 
c. Supplies:-- Materials whose longevity is limited and for 
which considerable replacement is necessary; e.g. 1 
softbaHs1 marbles and jump ropes. 
facilities~-- .Spe.aking, firstr in terms of outdoor facflities1 Miller 1 states 
f- '~ • "" ~ 
that 11 (n elementary schools there should be q minimum of five acres of ground 
~ .... ... " ... .., 
plus one acre for every hundred pupils. 'rhts means in a· 500-pupil schoo.l there 
should be at least ten acres of land." In some states where the climate is mild 
the. year around1 much more acreage might be desirable as the physicdl education. 
program may be planned primarily for the out-of-doors. 
Much hcts been said about types of outdoor play area.s for elementary 
school children. Neilson- 2 lists the following as being a desirable arrangement 
of pi ay area:;. 
a. Kindergarten-prJ mary area· 
b. Appar<=!tus area 
. 
c. Mul tip I e use area 
lMillerand Whitcomb1 op. cit. 1 p. T6. 
2H. ·p. Neilson and Winifred Van Hagen1 Physical Education for Elementary 
S~hoc;:>ls (revised edition)1 The Ronald Press Company1 New York, 1956, p. 87. 
~~-~==1r=======-=-==-~=-~=====-~============~==========~===== 
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d. Court area. 
e.. Ftel d areq 
Miller 1 states the·foliowihg_ in ·terms of a ha.rd-top play are~ whtch would 
gehera.lly correspond with a 11court area 11 or a 11muftiple use a.recr. 11 
iiPart of the play area shoul~ be hard-topped (macadam) With 
propen:lrainage. This area should be near the schoo[ for use during 
the •muddy). seasons. Courts for shuffleboard, hopscotch, paddle 
tennis, ahd volfeybcdl, and one or more large circles for group· 
activities should be painted ·on the hard-top,. preferably with white 
traffic,pa.int. ln·addttion· to stahdcirdized courts and circles, four 
numbered te.am lihes, perpendicvlar to an e.nd line, should be 
painted on some part of the hard surfa.c:erto. fa.ci It tate team, squeid, 
or relay o~ganization·. 11 
111 the Schn.ekJ~r Study 2 of 523 elementary school sys.tems.represehting 12,.217 
school sites, the following inform;ation was- reported rega.rding adequa.cy 9f outdoor 
space for physical education. 
All-weather play area 
Greivel ed pl a.y area 
r urfed pi ay area 
Basketball court 
Baseball field 
Softball fiefd 
Soccer field 
Voll(;}ybaH court 
School sites providih'g excellent 
or O"dequate spa.ce 
Num~er 
~ 5,900 
2,004 
2,261 
5,702 
1,691 
6,4?5 
2,972 
5,430 
Per cent 
48 
16 
21' 
47 
14 
5~ 
24 
44 
This in_forrriatioh cledrl)' indicates theit outdoor fadl.ities are being prO-vided for 
the elementary sch9ofs, mu<:h ih; the same· manner as they are for the secondary 
schools. The sdme amount of space will not be required, however, as courtsr 
diamonds, dnd. other play areas should be reduced in size for the respective age 
levels that will be using them. 
1Miller and Wh1tcomb,. op. cit., rP•. 16 •. 
2schneider, op. cit., p .. so: 
12 
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ln turning to lnqoor facilities, the first concern is for a play area other 
than the classroom or corridor which, in some cases, still ser es as the only 
av.aifable spa.ce. A gymnasium or playroom not only is .?esire p, but appears 
ne.cessary for a modern elementary physical education· progra• ~. 11An elementary 
gymnasium. or playroom should ~eat least 60 by 40 feet; 70 l y 50 feet is 
recommended. 111 For additional ~pace' it is recommended the d stage, if 
availabl·e, -can be utilized for many activHies depending on i s siz.e and location, 
while other scnools may use their cafeteria facilities when po 'sible. lf a given· 
school is. quite large in terms of the number of classrooms, moe than one inside 
play area may be desirable. A standard for New England Ele nenfaiy Schools 
has been suggested as, 11Schools in which there are over twel' e roor.ns· should 
have tw9 indoor teaching areas for physical edu~ation activit es. 112 Salt 3 
. . 
expresses six desirable chcrracterhtics that should describe- an· ndoor play area: 
1( 1) a floor of durable surface that provideS' resiliency, such crs · 
hqrdwo·od or tile (cork, c:rsphait, rubber, or plastic); 12) good 
lighting; (3) adequate ventilati0n; {4) sm0oth, easil) cleaned 
wall surfaces of durable: material with no· corners or prptrusions 
less than 6 feet from the floor which might present a s fety 
hazard; (5) sound control; (6) a· minimum of twa.door ~ays with 
qne providing access to the outside of the building." 
Jn addition to1 what has already been said con·cerning indoor fc cilities, crde9ua'te 
storage spa·ce and a room for emergency first-aid also· app.ear iP be deslrable. 
On· the 9uestion of locker and shower facilitieS", there are mb<i;d reactions. 
Whether such fa_cilities are available is one thing, and whethEr there is sufficient 
time allowed to· warrant thelr usage is quite another. It folio, s, however, that 
tf gym. suits are recommended for the upper elementary grade children and if 
healthful school living is considered important, then separate ocker and shower 
· .facHities should he provided. The Schneider s·tudy 4 found tl at "1.4 per cent 
T . Halsey and Porter, op. cit., p. 112. 
2New :England Schooi·Dev_eloprnent Council, Phy!?ical Educati n-and Athleti-csr 
Spauldlng House, 20 O.xforg Street, Cambridge, Mass~chusei s, October J9561 p.5 
3salt, Fox and Stevens, op. cit., p·. 36. 
4schneider, op. cit.~· 48. 
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0 (1 1 768) of the 121 211 bu'ildings provide excellent or ac!equa e dressing rooms1 
·and 13.6 per c·ent (l 1 671) of the 121 217 buildings. provide e cellent or adequate 
shower facilitjes. 11 Despite this low ffgure 1 it is er~couragin , and as time goes 
on this number is very like I y to increase •. 
The final facility to be included in· this study is the s fvimming :pool. 
Although poQ.ls are a) most non-existent in the large majority of the. ·nation's 
schoofs1 emphasis for their inclusion in. new building. progrdrr sis seemingly 
gaining ground. While the· consensus of opinion favors the a ai lability of 
swimming. facilities for ~lemenfary school children, the cost n .most instances 
seems to be the prohibiting_ factor. 
Equipment:-- Propel"' equipme11t for various physi:cal e ~ucation crctivitjes 
is necessary if the program is to achieve its modern objective • The primary 
reference cited for a. destrabie list of equipment was the'NeVy England SchooJ 
.Development Council.~ For outdoor-equipment they suggest pasketball goals 
(adjustable in helght), standards for net gamesr a .climbing a d hanging device, 
0 a sand box{ benches1· backsfops1 and uprights. for goals for gc rnes. such as soccer 
and tag football. Vanni-er 2 recommends tha.f hurdl·e$1 tethe ba'l I sets and box 
0 
· hockey· units .be made available·. Neilson 3 calls for the incl~sion of high jump 
standa·rds and balance beams1 while Miller 
4 
advocates the u e of. horizontal 
ladders .arid jungle gyms. Jt is interesting to note that some o the traditional 
playgtound apparatus is· not included in the above body .of eq ipment. One 
authority points out that 11swings, slldes,~ teeters, merry~go-r unds( and the like 
have little educational value and present a consider.able saJe y hazard when· not 
. 5 
carefully constructed1 maintained and supervised •. u 
1 . . 0 N~SDECr op. CJt. 1 p·. 5. 
2Vannier and foster, op. cit. 1 p. 57. 
3Neilson and Van Hagen1 op .. cit_., p. 93. 
4Miller and Whitcomb1 op. cit~, ·p .. ')8. 
5Sal t r Fox and Steven~1 o.P';, cit~ r p. 39. 
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,NESDEC1 is also.referred to in ~erms of desirable fndoor.eq-uiprnent a~ 
they include mats, ·cl.imbing ropesr- net standards:1 q vaulting box, adjustable. 
ba.sketball goa.is, a three-spee.d record playe.r, mirrors"' stall bprs, stools and 
ping pong tables. Other prominent indoor equipment might include adjustable 
horizontal bars. and. pull-up· bars that can be installed in regul.ar.doorwc;~y~. 
ht aclditlon to the indoor equipment already discussed, there are specific 
teac::hing a.ids that should be con~idered ht a. study of this .nature. The .modern 
physi~al education. progrqm calls for the use of film-stdp projectors .and movie-
proJectors and, ,along with these, the oyerhe<;Jd projector and the tape recorder 
are b.ecoming: valuabl.e instn.fmen.ts for the enrichment of the instructional progra.m. 
Other less tec::hnicai teaching aJds. mentioned frequently and used. to good 
advantage are bulletin. boards and display cases. 
Supplies:-- Desir~ble phy~ical education supplies ar~ mar.ty in number, 
but appeat essentiai to the successful program. The cost of these supplies is .not 
_great when they are p.urchased oyer .a two- or three-year.-period.. A number of 
these supplies can: be mode by the stud.en.ts themselves, or throug,h a cooperative 
effort· of teache.r and pupils. A problem that does exist in 'the. maintenance of 
phy~icaL education supplies is abusive use and lost materials:. ":It may be noted 
th~t when each individual classroom has. its own suppl res, there ls· gr.eater pride-
in .ownership resulting in better care and. less. loss of supplies. 112 
The modern-day w.riters generally· agree as. to what supplies should be 
available. The following items represent a· consensus of that thinking: junlqr-
sized fo·otballs, ki~king tees, Yolleyballs, voJie}'bQll nets, j.uniqr-sized ,basket-
balls, tetherballs, soccerballs, baJting tees, softballs, bases)' s~ftball bats, 
catching equipment, 6-inch _playgroundiballs, 8 1/2-inch playground balls-, 
10-inch playground balls, l3-i'nch playgro-und balls)' shuffleboard sets, de·cktennis 
lNESDECr op. -cit., pp. 17-18. 
2MiJier and Whitcomb, op. cit., p·. ,20. 
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sets, rirrg toss sets, rubber horseshoe sets, badminton-·rackets, badminton nets, 
victrola ·records, table tennis paddles, marbles, wands,. 'bean bags, balloons1 
Jump ropes, whistles1 indian: clubs, bowling pins, a 50-foot tcipe, a pressure 
pump, a first-aid kit and a stop-wat-ch. 
Beliefs vary irr terms of how many of each of these supplies are necessary 
for a given number of children. The standard U&ed in the Schneider Study- l .seems 
to agree with the majorlty of writers. That standard is, uln general, can you 
supply equipment (such a.s balls~ bats, jump ropes) in the ra.ti,o of one piece of 
equipment to every six to· eight children of the largest grouJY of ·children who· 
might be u~ing the equipment at a given time? n The fact that u75 per cent 
(393) of the 523-replies were Yes" 2 indicates that it is a·reasonable standard 
of c;ritedon. It i's questiona.ble whether tha.t study lncl uded items such as. a 
stop-wa.t~h, tape measure, pressure·pump and a fir.st-aid kif where this standard 
would not nece.ssarily· apply. It would seem then that in developing this stqndard 
into an evaluative criterkm, that the term "where applica.ble 11 might be used. 
In concl.udtng this division· on Fa.cil itles, equipment and supplies1 
reference is made to Salt 3 ·as he·points to their' importance: 
nrhe proper setting is Just a,s importqnt to the success of 
the physica! ed.ucatton· pro9.rqm as is the setting for other .Phases 
of the elementary ~chpol pro,gram. Just as the small, square 
room with scr.ewed-dowrt desks is inadequeite, for tod~yls classroom 
program, by the same.,token the smalJ, bare school yard is 
inadequ,ate for the modern physical education program. Well-
equipped playrooms, courtsr apparatus areas( and play fields 
are quite n~cessdry to the modem:,.physical educati.orr p~ogram 
qs are large, well-lighted rooms with carefully sefected fl.oor 
and wall surfaces, ade·qua.te chalr-tableworki·ng e,quipment, 
strat~g,icaHy placed storage space, tack boards, chplkboards, and 
display cases to the qther phases of the school program. 11 
lschneider, op· cit., pp. 49-47". 
21bid., p. 47. 
-· 
3$alt, Fox and Stevens( op. cit., P· 35 • 
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4. Program ~{anning and Teaching Me~th0d.s 
Children· and. a challenge~--
11Next to the instinct to· swrvive, the urge to playt.is the 
.. strongest drive in the life of the element~uy school child. When 
a· choice becomes necessary, he will miss meals· or sleep, resort 
to deceit and. faJsehood, and finally openly rebel to gain the 
chance to play. When left to himself the elementary ~choo.l 
youngster almost always seeks compt:n:dons and together they 
choose to engage· in 'big muscle' activities. This is •physical 
edu.cation:~ 111 1 . . 
The' foregoi·ng. statement is but ·one. of many .that describes the enth:usiasm of the 
elementary school child. This 'tremendous d.eslre to play·pres~nts a great challenge 
to those responsible for planning and .teachi·ng physicql education at this level • 
. Personhel involved in planning:-- Planning has beeQ.·the key to many a 
successful venture, and this is: true in phy~ical education qs well. Most authqrs 
in the field today point out th~ need for planning the program forth~· present and 
for the future when· possible,. The advent of long-range plqnnlng, i~ consisten,t with 
the belief that a:-child should be given a progrqm that pro~resses -e.ach successive 
year and provides the optimum in terms of dpport.uni'ty·for i11dividual growth and 
development. 
The question· .may be asked, 11Who sho4ld plan: the program? 11 Part of th.e 
answer, of course, is the physicql education: staff ·ati,d the cl.assroo111 teachers. 
The other part of the answer mi~ht be the children themselves. · 
' 
l•Chil.dren seem to take a .more s~rioys inter~st jiJ the 
daily.program if .they help plan it. The l!killful t~a,chf?r i~ 
fl.exible and permits some pupil pfa·nni'ng·while at, the safl)e : 
time maneuvering the class into a brpa:d program of c;tctlviti~s 
spread throughout the school year. 11 2 . 
ly. r .. HaH,. 11Pbysical Education: Why Children· Need lt,u National :Elementa-ry 
Principal (April l 960),. 39:8. · · 
2c~rLE. Willgoose, 11Do.n't" Just Turn. Them l..oose·,n NEA Journal (April 1960), 
49:14. 
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Significant .Factors:-- A well-planned program of physical education 
appears- to: be dependent on a number of significant factors. Vannier J sets forth 
the following points to consider when buil9ing the da:ily,. the weekly, and the 
monthly or semester program: 
a:. The specific.gra.de level 
_h. The number of pupils in the class 
c. The age and sex 
d. The interest and needs of the pupils 
e. The cony-over Yt~lue of the activities 
f. 'The available facilities and equipment 
fn addition to the foregoing fa.ctors, six others are mentioned by a host of authors 
as being equa:l J'y important considerations in pl<tnhing the physical edu.cation 
program: 
g·. The philosophy of ~he school system 
h. Hea.l th and physical conditions of the students 
i. Chil'd growth and deveiopm,ent 
j. lndivi.du-al and gl,"oup safety 
k. Ffex.ibHity ln planning and scheduling 
I. Variety irr:actiyities presented 
The twelve fa:ctors mentioned here a:s. being "all important 11 in terms of program 
planning clearly demohsfra.te what is expected of the present-day elementary 
physicql education program. ff h now very evident why the· per-son in· cha.rge· of 
such a·progrom should be specifically trained for that purpose. 
Class organization~-- It Js found that the· fi.tst step jn organizing the 
instructional program is ·concerned 'With class organization. This is not to be· 
confused with the division on departmental organiza.tion and pol ici.es, which is 
concemecl with the over-all operation of the physical education program. 
11in the physical education programr class organization I~. 
very important if learning is to take place. and every child is to 
'lvannier and Foster, op. cit., p·. 81. 
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have q. maximum amount of freedom to move. Proper orga·nization:· 
creates a good atmosphere· for listening, the· development of skills 
and playing·. Many times the question is raised, ·"Should we have 
_formal or informal organization? ll It is npt a question of either/or, 
hut a. matter
1
of using both according to the type· of activity being 
p·resented • 11 
Included under the· category qf 11class organizatlo:n 11 are several aspects coiling 
for specific teaching· methods such as group· formations, spacing, numbt?ring, the 
taking of attendance and ·class orientcttion. The method~ emplqyed by a given· 
teacher in the'above ·roles may differ widely, but they a.re· deemed. importa·nt and 
thus deserve serious consideration. 
Warm:-up· exercises or calisthenics ·are riot given a great deal of .support 
af the elementary schooi level •. There tends to he more emphasis on warm-up 
activities of a low-organizatiortal .nature prior' to: a selected activity where 
preliminary muscular movement is necessary before the· children can· safeiy 
parti.ci.pa.te. This. places a definite responsibility on the teacher to be aware 
of which physical education activities will require proper warm-up· procedures. 
The importance of -doss. orga.nization qlso gives impetus tq the thought 
that lesson .Plans. may be de·sira.bie for dasses of physic'ql education. In-this 
regqrd, Humphrey say.s1 
• 
11The suc.cess of any elementary school physical education 
program will depend to a lar~e extent upon the: daily physi~al 
education· experie·nces of the: children. This implies that lesson.s 
in physical education should be cqrefully planned the same as in· 
other subject-matter .. area.s-. 11 2 . , 
lnstruationa[ Methods:":'- Humphrey outiJ.nes phases of the teaching-
learning situation, which comprise the foundation for class .content ,an.d have many 
i.mplicdtions for additional. planning techniques. dnd methods. 
uThese· phas.es i.ndude (l) exp.lan.ation,. (2) d.e.mon.str.atj.on-, 
(3) participation, and (4) evaluation. Although these· four features 
are likely to· be weighted· in yqrious degrees, they will occur in 
1Miller ?l:ld Whitco~b, op·. ~it., p. 23. 
~Humphreyr op. cit.r p. 92 .. 
. ' " 
., 
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the teaching of practically eve·ry physical edu.catlo11lessonr regardless 
.of the type of activity that is betng taught. 11 1 
It is the consensus of 11expert'opinion" that activities should be explained and 
demonstrated to· children before actual participation. The explcmation·phase 
has become more affective because of modem teaching -aids that can be utilized. 
Although a number of these aids have been ehllmerated earlier in the chapter, 
it is important that they bare-emphasized at this point. Pi·ctures moving or' still 
can' meqn· a great deal to many children and are· considered invaluable aids for 
teachers who are unable to demonstrate or are unaware of the activity that is to 
be taught. ,Explanation and p)anrdng can be made more effective by the use of 
manuals, guides, books and perio'dicdls· that are available from many sources. 
These aids can serve to· acquaint physical education personnei and classroom 
teachers with up-to-date·recommendati·ons pe.rtaining to various phases of the: 
elementar}t physical edu,cation program. 
A skillflll teacher can utilize specietl tale·nts of children in asking them 
to demonstrat~ a particular skill tha.t has been. exprained.·and 'Perhaps 'Viewed via. 
_one of the .avdilable teaching aids. Halsey points out thdt children can be 
teachers when he says, 
11Sometrmes they tire rugged, sometimes amusing, almost 
afwdys surprising; and on good dqys. they are very fine tettchers 
indeed., The. child is the only one· who can help}he teacher 
bridge. the gap between 'what th,e ~ook says' and 'what we can 
do. in- our school • 1 u2 
lntegration:--Tt ·is found that· efforts to integrate physical education with 
other arsas of the school curriculum are· considered by modem p~y~ical ·educators 
to be: of g~eat importanc·e. This thinking is bdsed on the pretnise that each , 
separate·area of the curriculum should be related to the others when at all 
possible, to· break qway from subj~ct matter' isolation and•therefdre widen and 
consolidate the edt:Jcational experiences of the child. 
1 ' Ibid., p. 77. 
-2Halsey_and Porter, op. cit., p. 93. 
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"Physi-cal education· bec.om~s a part of the integrated 
.curriculum when one corisiaers the. importance of activity qnd 
variouS' play exp·eriences· in ·the. lectrming process. "Ploy. is · 
a very effective method of learning for children· • • • and. 
there. are many -normal interests ctn'd play pvrposes of children 
which have possibiHties for real .soc::i~( and edu-cational use-
fu{:ness.' Physical education activities mdke up· ct lctrge. pa,rt 
of the experiences through which children learn, and 
conversely, rthe knowledge. acquired by childre.n through 
.classroom experiences is .necessary if chrldren are to le~rn: 
·and succeed in physical education. nl 
E'xtra-class program:-- Although the. extrct-class progra.m. has already been 
. . . 
defi"ned i.n the. first diyision of this chapter, it con be mentioned ctga.in irt terms 
of program planning. Inasmuch as such a program is c~msidered a part of the 
regular. instructional pr<::?gram, the ctctivities to be included and various rules 
ctnd regulations will be determined through th~ sam.~ channels of planning_ that 
. . 
c;~pply to th~ regular .class program •. The success of this program may depend 
largely on competent leadershipr time ctllotmentcava.ilable facilities, equipment 
. . ' 
or suppliel!. lt is generally agreed that the activities should be presented on a· 
seasonal basi~ a.nd follow through from those. taught in the. regular class program-. 
For all practi·cal purposes the extra-class program is held· to·. be most desirable 
for the u~p~r elementary grades with the. emphasis being on th.e participation· of 
many, rather than compefi tion among a few. 
PubliC. demonstrations:-- lt is now recommended that Clemonstratio.ns by 
the students should he considered hi: planning· the instruct.ional·class program. 
Such dem~nstrations given· for the: benefit of the parents and the gener~l public 
,ca.n illustr~te th~ importance of p~yslcal edwcation, gain,-vafuabie parenta.l 
backing and provide whoiesome entertainment: 
1 Miller and Whitcombr op. cit., p. 236. 
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11An annudl public demonstratien· should be· the outgrowth 
of the regular physical education progrdm. It should be the' best 
of the _year1s program, but never its god(. All children should 
parti.ci pate rather than the few selected best·. 11 1 ~ 
Exceptional child:-- Another phase of program planning is· concerned 
with the exceptional child, sometimes referred to· as atypi.cal or .handicapped. 
11Exceptionalu may be a broader term in-that the physically gifted child can. 
be included, while the others tend more to concem the- physically, socially 
or mentaily handi.capped child. One writer points ·out the importance of 
specific ~planning for the exceptional child. 
"For years educ-qtors have taken the individual needs 
and differences of children into consideration in many pqrts 
·of the school curricvlum.. They ha.ye established. within a· 
giv~n grdde or class,. several differe·nt reading groups ahd 
have· given work according to the abilities of children. 
There has, hpwever, been too little planning for exceptional 
children in physical educc:Jtion •. The-whole· range of 
excep~iona,l individuals from. the highly s~illed to the 2 
·meintally and orthopedi cq(ly handi.capped- needS' attention•~ 
It is generally ogreed that such children must be given special attention and 
consideratio~·. There are· many·qctiviti~ Within the realm of .modern phy~J.cal 
educqtion that can be. utilized for an· 11adapted activities program11 when 
ne.cessary • 
Mill·er 3 in the following statement echoes the majority of phy$kal 
educators in referenc-e to this subJe.ct. 
1vannier and Fost~r, o~-. ci~., p. 346. 
2charles A. aucher and Evelyn: M. Reade, Physi.caJ Education in the· Modem 
Elementary School, the Macmillan Company, New York, 1958, p • .73. 
3Miller and Whitcomb1 op .• cit ... 1 .P• 12. 
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11AII children should take part in the physi-cal educati<;m 
program. A modified or limited program for some children. mew 
be recommended, and. pre,scribed by the doctor, but no .child 
who is able to attend ~chool should be. denied the experien.ce 
of being part of the group or the opportunity of get~ing together 
with other children. Special corrective work for the handicapped 
children or· those with postural defects should be carried on· irr 
addition to. and not in pla.ce of the r.egular physical education' 
program. 11 
Evdluation:-- On· the basis of the review it would aepear that the 
fundamental objectives of P.hysical education" stated in· chapter 1 would. 
provide the basis for evaluation of the pJ:ogram and. of the individual child. 
ln this regard, NeHson· 1 states the purposes in· evaluation,. 
11The generalized pdrposes in· evah.ration are to see 
whether the objectives of the teacher and the pupil are being 
accomplrshed; to. create mo·re.and better opportunities for 
pupil development and adjustment; to help the teacher to 
improve the methods of organization and instructionj and to· 
make 'known the progress of each pupil. To be worthwhile,. 
evaluation- must serve the _teacher and pupil and must heip 
them to progress. The crux of the matter is not to compare 
Qne pupil 1s progress vMh that of another, but to dete,rmjne 
the progress of edch pupil by comparing his present performance 
with his past· performanCeS. II 
To continue, it .can· be said. in terms of modern-day physical education 
that "Evaluation is a process. lt is hot accompl1shed by one test or one 
measuring device. n2 , 
]Neilson and Yah Hagen, .op. cit .. , p. 104. 
2Bucher and Reade,. op. dt.,- p. 55. 
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The specific methods employed in evaluating the student seem to center 
on the following: l 
"(1) Motor ability tests 
,(2) Skill tests 
(3) Ppper an.d pencil knowledge tests 
(4) Health records 
(5) Continuous observation 
(6) Check sheets 11 
It can· readily be determined that the above techniques call for both objective 
and subjective methods. of evaluation. Whatever evaluative device is being 
utilized,. the emphasis is on keeping careful records and following up on the 
results with individual and constructive help. Unless this is doner such methods 
of evaluation appear to be a· y.taste of time. 
5. Class Content 
That part of the inst11Jctional program which is con·cemed directly with 
specific· octi'yities .comprises the majority of the rtormol physical education. program. 
It ca·n be said.that class content is the product of everything· that hds been· discussed 
previously tn this chapter. A high-quality program of phy$ical education does not 
appear possible wHhout a fitm ove~-all orgcm:ization! adequote fadlities1 equip-
ment and supplies1 sound planning techniques and teaching methods. Authorities 
in elementary physical education generally concur that there ore d number of 
techniques and methods directly linked to the scheduling of activft{es concern·ing 
both levels of the elementary school. ln determining these techniques ond methods 
Miller 2 states the following: 
"a. Lower Grades: 
(1) Several. types of activities. may be included during each 
class pe·riod. 
l Vonnier and Foster,· op. cit •1 p. 74. 
2MJII er and Whitcomb 1 op. cit • .r pp • 45 and 47. 
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· (2). Tlte general types·of activities ·should be varied from 
. day to day. 
(3) ProgressioJT·dnd evaluation in the teaching of the dctivities 
are assumed. 
(4) The program should be integrated with academic subject 
units (farmr cir.cus, etc .• ). 
' (5) 'Special days, ·such ds holidays, .should be obserVed With 
pro,grams ·appropriate to the occasion. 
h.. UpP,er Grades.: . 
(l) Seasqhal activities should be stressed. 
(2) The same type or category of activity should be condu.cted 
throughout each daily prograf!J. (3! ·The ge·neral type of a·ctivities should be varied from day to day. 
(4 · There should be progression· irr the a_ctivities which 'dre included. 
(5 The testihg of s~ills and,knowledge should constitute arr important 
· part of the program. 
(6) tntegrate cert.ain physical aqtiYities with academic subje·ct unHs. 11 
• ··lrr b-eing concerned with the problem of whether or not boys-and girls 
should be separated from each qther in the upper elementary grades, it h believed 
. 1 
thdtr gel;lerally, present day a:uthors will agree with Andrews as she says.: 
' ' . 
11Many teachers kee_p the children together most of the time·, 
separating them only for actiVities that h'lvblve body contact: ' 
These teachers cite literqture that indicates that the.re is littl.e 
difference in motor skills at these ages if previous opportunities 
fer developing skiH has been similar:· They have fc5u'nd through. 
, exp~rience that boys and gi.rls enjoy play,ing together·a11d gc;>od 
results are obtain·ed. n 
. ' . 
Physical education activities are many irr number. lt is ·not the purpose of 
this review to list these many qcfiyities tha,t may or may not be: considered valuable 
. ' ' 
in- terms of child gtowth dnd development. Rather the mafor categories info w~ich 
most of them fall will be exdmlned in terms of desirability and emphasis. For the 
. ~ 
purpose of emphasi's a·nd inforrnatiorr the following table- is reproduced which 
presents six major cat~9.ori.es for p~ysical educatiorr·dctivities •. 
1 Gladys Andrews~ Jeannette Saurborn, Elsa Schneider:, Physical Education for 
Todayl§' :Sqys and Girls, Allyn a,nd Baconr inc., B'oston; Mc:issa:chusetts, }9.60, 
p. 22. . 
: 
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Types of Activities and Their Respective Time Percentages ; 
for the Elementary School 
Sexes Boys and Girls Boys Girls 
Grades 1 2 3 4 5 6 4. 5 6 
Types of Activities Percentages Percentages Percehtdges 
-
* 1. Low organization· 40 40.40 30 20 15 30 20 15 
activities . 
d. Running and tag games . (25) (15) ~ 5) 
b. Simple baH games (15) (20) 25) 
c. Relays ( 0) ( 5) (lQ) 
~ 5) ( 5) ( 5) ( 5~ ( 5~ ( 5) 
15) (10) ( 5) (15 (10 ( 5). 
(10) ( 5) ( 5) ~ ( 1 0) ( 5) ( 5) 
2. Team sports (j 0 10 30 40 45 .25 35 40 
a. Sport skills ( 0) CO) ( 5) (lO) (15~ (15) (1 0) (15) (15) 
< 
J 
b . .Lead-up games ( 0) {'0) ( 5) (15~ (lQ ( 5) (10) (10) ~ 5) 
c. Athletic team- games ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) ( 5 (15) (25} . ( 5) (TO)· .20) 
3. Dance activities 35 35 25 15. ]5 1.5 .20 20 20 
a • Creative rhythms (20) (l5) ( 1 0). ( 5) ( 5) .( 5) (10) (JO) (10) 
0 ·and dance b .• Singing games {10)(10)~ 0) ( 0) ( 0) ( 0) ·( O) ( 0) ( 0) 
c. Folk dances ( 5) (10) r5) (lO) (10) (lO) (Jo) (1 o) (lo) 
. 
-
4. Apparatus, tumb.l ing stunts )5 . 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 
5. lndividual and couple·, 5 5 5 5 5 -5' 5 5 5 
activities 
16. B'ody mechanics 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
' 
TOTAls 100 100 100 100 100. 100 100 ~00 100 . 
'1MillerandWhitcomb, op. cit., p. 4o. . .. ~ . 
*Percentages are given here to illustrat~ trends and should not necessarilibe 
cqnsi dered unchangeable. . 
Note: Parentheses indtcate partidl scores under the respecti¥e f}'pes of actiVities. 
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Ga_mes of low organi_zation are found to provide a great deal of "big muscle 11 
activify and, therefore., are generally emphasized for the. Jower elementary grades,. 
being· used in moderation· for the older children. · 
•
11Low organization activities may be described as those in· which 
.a minif!lum of organizatior,i is.necessary but wh(c;:h provide active 
participation for group pl~y. The fo~r general types are running T 
and tag: games, simple· ball games,. re·lays, and classroom·actfvities·.•J 
Team_games or·sports are considered to be mlfch more desirabfe·'for'the 
children· i~·l .upper elementary grades. n is believed by :most authoriti~s that the 
chHdren ·in the lower elementary grades wili profit a. great deal more from other 
activities. 
.. .. • t' t 
".Skills required in team gC.mes tau_ght from the first grade 
through the. sixth grade .wi'Il gradually i:ncrease profici.ency .in·. 
relaysJ: lead-up games,· and modified te~m_games, aswell ,::ss: • 
formal drill or· practice. The desire·to play team games, often 
manifested Jn the. third and' fourth grades~ can be fulfilled in 
the fifth grade where interest has become. sustainedy instead of 
sporadic:, and th_e partie:ipants haye ,reached a Ie.vel of under- t 
· standin_g and skill necessary fo thorough enjoyment of games 
. f.nvolving· group cooperation.and complic:ated rutes. 'When··. 
~ primary IeveJ children start osking for- team .games Jet. it be. 
remembered that there. is- n~ substitut2 for skill when the cnil.d 
i~ reody for progressive instruction. " · 
. '' 
Rhythmic: actiVities,. considered an important part Of the program for both the 
lower ·and upper elementary grades, are many and V<;fried. There appear to 
be two major types of rhythms taught i:n the physfcc;d education progr:_am, one 
bein_g creative. arid the other.socicd. 
11ln creative dance the teacherencourage5 and gu'ides children 
in· the 'use of rhythmic moveme~t as a mea_hs of expressing and com-
municatins ideos that are of real importance· to' them. ht the social 
forms of dance, the teacher hands on to the children dance forms 
that ar~ Jheir~ cultural herih~.9~~ Nevert~el.es.s, a common· apprq~ch 
is possible in· teaching all forms of dance. This appraach includes 
]Miller and Whitcomb, op. cit., p. 61. 
2Vannier qnd Fosterr op~ c-it., p. 130. 
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(1) the creative deveiop'ITl,ent of movement to· all dance forms; 
{2) ar encouraging permissive atmosphere which contributes to 
all creative endeavor; ctnd (3) carefully planned dance activities 
that grow out·of the daily experiences.and immediate needs and 
interests of children. 11 1 
The fourth category .of d ass co!'ltent is .concerned with stunts1 tumbling 
and apparatus. It rs found that these activities prove to· be Very pop.uldr among 
children:at both the upper and, lower elementary· level and;. as Ta_ble l indicates1 
the trend h toward equal emphasis aj all grade levels. 
nA progra·m whi-ch exc[udes s~lf-testing activittes, stunts.~. 
and tumbling has missed a golden opportunity in aiding the 
' development of the whole chifd. The abundant use of large 
muscles .hr these activities plus the deveiopment of fi'ne 
coordination1 flexibility, bafance1 ahd timing ·round out the 
muscl~ building proces~ in a most .sathfactory ma~ner-. The· 
re,sultant body control giVes a sureness of movement and 
confidence to the child which cctnnot be gained through any 
other· aspect of the total physicql e·ducation· prqgram. n2 · 
lndiviaual and coupl·e activities are invo.lved to a m11ch ·greater extent in 
the mod.em-day progrQ'm. ·rh~y are advocated for incllfsion at both levels and d 
great variety of a:ctivities a·re· available. 
L 
11There· are many games, .sports, and athletic events ln 
which children may participate in Sl"!lall ~oups1 in couples1 
or alone. Many of these activities are seJf.:..festing1 enco·urage 
individual rivalryr and involv,e competition. Su·~cess qnd. 
enj~yment should be. the· two most i~portant obfectives of aH 
such activities. u3 
.Body mechanics encompass the ma.iority of activities that are found tn the 
physical education program. They. are ·corrcerned/ prlmarily.~ With the movement 
of the body and whether or not, this movement is done· correctly and efficiently. 
1Hqlsey.and Porter, op~ cif. 1 p. 288.-
2Vannier and Foster, ~p~ .cit~ 1 .P· 201. 
3Milfer and Whitcomb1 op_. cif.7· p. 168. 
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. JtGood body mechanics impli~s both the correct use or all 
parts of the ,body and normal functioning of the intem9l organs. 
When a GhiJd controls hts body with poise, ease, maximum efficiency 
and a minimum of strah:t ancl energy, he ha.s.good body mechanics. 111 
There are implicqtions for po.sture.r physi.cal fitness.r health, warm-up crctivities, 
physical examinations and a -corrective program, all of which are related to~ proper 
or improper bddy rrtechanicr;s. It would seemr therefqrer that unless a·teacherof 
phyliicaf education has sufficient knowlegge.;and understanding concerning body 
mechanics. and how they relate to a. certain activity that the learning process artd 
physicai well-being of the child ·could be seriously impaired. 
ln addition to the. foregoing six categories, Vannier 2 advocates a:quatics 
as a separate category. 
11There is a great need for aquati.cs on the ele.ntentary level. 
One . .finds the most apt pup11s in the pre-school and six-yeqr-old 
child. At this age level the child can listen, reason- and take 
instruction in t:he basic elements of swimming .. fear of water, i,r 
the majority of cases, is.·absent and the. learning process is far 
9uicker than at a: later petiod..., when a. 'tightening-up' occurs 
which slows up t~is proce~s. '11' 
The contents of this chapter provide ample evid.ence of the· fact thc(t 
physic'al education· is composed of f!lany ei ~ments so necessdry to the development 
of today'·s yquth. With this thoug_ht in mind, the stqtement that follows ts 9uite 
significant if). .concluding this chapter. 
"Every subiect in the curri·culum should make a genuine 
contribution to the tptal school program. Conversely 1 every 
subject shoufd pos_sess a. uniqueness that sets it gpart from a.ll 
others in such a. way thqt the effect woutd be deleterious if the 
subject Were not included. u3 
1 . Ibid., p. 11. 
2Van~ier and Fosterr op. cit., p·. 23l. 
3Ruth Evans and Ofher51 Physical· Educgtion for Elementary Schools, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company:r lnc.t NewYo~k1 1958,pJ8. · 
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CHAPTER lll 
DEVEkOPMENT OF'.AN lNSTRUMENl 
ThSl review of the literature in Chapter ll clearly revealed. thcrl elementary 
.PhysJcal education was co.mposed of many (ndividvcd and cQJTiplex elements. ln· 
attempting to prepare arr instrument capable of evaluating individual prog_rams of 
physic;a_l ~d.ucatlon it was evident that these elements had to be first b.roughf 
together· as clear ond conqise statements of ctlferion, -a.nd that these- criterion, 
would have to be placed under specific divisions and sub-diyision,s that would 
provide a_ close interreiationship and proper progression throughout the entire 
' 
instrument •. 
I:Jefore it was possible to extract individual cr{terion from the review of 
the literature,.- it was necessary to·determine a defini'te. format .to follow. ln 
doing so, three. current instruments were referred. to; they were: (l) the original 
instrument of Elementary fvai.uqfiVe Criteria fo.r Health and Phy~ical Education, l 
(2) The National Study of Secondary· Schoo.l Evaluation. for .Boys' Physical 
Education1 
2 
and· (3) Your Community 1 a School-Community Flt~ess. lnventory. 3 
If wa.s. found that the individual items of criterlon in· these three instrum·ents were,. 
for the most par.t 1 $fated as declarative senten~es. In sqme ca.ses there were. 
severtr.l sub-items, each of which completed- the criterion and to,gether made up· 
the parts of the same. idea'. --.. 
lBaker·and. Others,. op. cit. 1 pp. 36-40. 
2National Stud.y of Secpnddry School Evaiuqtion,. P~y$ica.l Education for B.oys 
(Pamphlet), Washingtqnr D.-C~.t 1960, pp. 185-192.- · 
3Ameri.can Associ afton· foy Health, Physical Edv~ation1 and RecreaHorr, Yeur 
Community: School-Community f.itness.)nventory (Pamphlet), Nattonal fduca.tion 
Association, Washington 61 D.C.{ 1959·, 40 pp; 
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On the basis of this finding·, 88 individval criter~on were derived from 
the review of the literature, many of which were sihguJar or compo1..1nd declarative 
statements, while others consisted of several individual items related to the same 
outcome. The.se criter'a' were placed t.mdet four major sections which were: 
(1) Departmental and OrgcmizaHonal Policies, (2) Methods, (3) Class Content, 
and (4) Facilities,. Equipment, and Supplies. 
At this point it was decided that a number of the criteria might be more: 
effective if they were followed by a number of multiple respohses which would 
eventually be ghre·n weighted scores. Some of the others were reworded as 
statements that .eQuid be: answered i)'l q 1Ye.s 11 or "no·11 manner. ln· the: period that 
followed from. January 1 to January 26, five more major revisions were made 
involving the criteria·. The purpose of ecrch revision was to make each individual. 
crtterioh· as clear,. concise,. meaningful and objective as poss.ible. Also, during 
these revisions, a .humber of the criteria were s.ub-divided for the purpos.es stated 
abov~ and the major divis{on headings were altered and tried in different sequehces 
to ascertain the mo$t desirable progression. 
At the end of this period, there were 110 individual criterio.n1 ranging 
from sin~jular decl9'ratory .statements to statemenb whose ot..~tcornes were dependent 
on one of four respo·nses. The: followihg outline indicates the. divisions, sub-
diviS'ions and the number of items inclyded under each division. 
Part h Departmental O(ganiza.tion.and Policies: (23 items) 
A. General Policies 
B. Personnel 
C. Medical 
D. Extra-Class 
Part ll: Facilities, Equipment and Supplies: (34 items) 
A. Facilities 
B. Equipment 
C. Supplies 
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Part.IH: Program Planning and Teacher Methods: (32 items) 
A. Program Plan)1ing 
a. Teacher Methods 
Part· IV: Class Content: (21 items) 
During this same period, various methods. of evaluation were experimented 
wlth ta try to -determine one specific. set of standards that would be applicable for 
the five types of cr{ter{on that had bee)1 selected. itt referring to the origi.nal 
instrument of eval.1.1ative criteria for elementary health and physical education, l 
it was found that the method of evaluation was adapted from that used by the 
1950 edition .of the Cooperative Study of Sec::ondary Schools. 2 When the latter 
was revised ih-,1960, the name of the instr!Jment was chansed to the· Nat{onal Study 
' . 
of Secondary School Evaluation but, for the mq~t part, the method of evah,Jation 
remained consistent with the prevJous two in~truments. These three studies called 
for a, two-stag~ evaluation consisti~g of a checklist ·rating of the indJvidual 
criterion followed by a division:. eva·luation which was based on another set of 
standards. This two-stage evaluation is shown below. 
The checklists should ·accurately ahd completely portray the prograi'T.J, 
facilities, and practices of the school, thus providing the factual 
backg('ound for the evalua,tions. The use of the. checklists requires 
five letters: · 
E Provision- or condition is made extensively. 
S Provision or condition is made. to. a moderate extent. 
L Provision or cqndition is very·li·mited or missing· but needed. 
M Provisi9n· or condition is mis.sing but its need is questioned. 
Thfs question might arise in relation to the. philosophy and 
obfectives of the: school, the needs of the stvdents, or because 
of differences of opiniort of evaluators. 
N Pr9vision or condition· is not desirable or does not apply. 
Evaluatio~s are the best judgments of the staff in the self-evaluation 
and normally are reviewed by the members: of the. visiting committee. 
1 B·aker, and. Oth~~s,_ ~p·. cit. r p. 6. 
2Cooperative Study of Secondary School Stqndatds.f Evaluative Criteria (Pamphlet), 
Washington 6, D •. C • .r 1950. 
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5--Excellent: the provisions 9r condition? are exten~iye and are 
fun·ctioning excellently. 
4--Very good:. a. the provisions or conditions are exten~!ve and 
are functio-ning well r or 
b. the provisions or conditions are moderately 
ex.ten~ive but are functioning excellently. 
3--Good: the· provisions or conditions are moderately extensive 
and are functioning well. 
2--Fain a. the provisiQrsor conditlons are moderately extensive 
but are functioning poorly, or 
b. the provisions or conditions are limited in extent but 
are fun9tioning well. 
1--P9or: the provisions or conditions are I imited in extent and 
functioning poorly; or they .are entirely missing but needed. 
M--Missing: the provisions or conditions are missing but their need 
is questioned. This question mi.ght arise in relation to 
the phHosophy and objectives of the school, the needs 
of the students, or because of differences of opinion -of 
evaluators.. Ite-ms mark~d "M1~ do not affect the.graphic 
summary fo.r the school. The visiting committee should 
discuss in the written report any evaluation marked 
11M .. which the scho9l should .. consider Jurthe·r. 
N--,Ooes riot apply: the provisions or conditions are missing but do 
not apply or they Q.re not desirabfe for the yo.ufh 
of this school or community, or they do not 
conform to the school's philosophy and obJectives. 1 
A recent evaluative criteria for school qnd -communitt programs, published 
by the American Association for Health, Phy?ic~l Edu.cation, and Recreation. 2 
called for one type of eval ua.tion ·o.n~y: 
E Excellent: definite, distinct ana consistent meeting· of the 
stqndard to. its fullest extent. · 
S Satisfdcfory: high degree of effectiveness, but. with minor 
-shortcomings and deficiencies in.meetlng standard. 
N Need for improvement: standard is met occasionally and 
partially,. but there is much need for 
improvement. 
0 .lneffectlYet locql program faHs to meet anr, aspect of the 
sug-gested standard. 
DNA Does m~t apfly--no rating given. 
lNqtional Studyo.fSecondarySchool Evaluation, op. cit., p. 186. 
2American. Associdtion for Healthr Physical Education, and Re,creqtion, op. cit. 
p.4. . 
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In- this evaluation each item was sc'Ored. as a separate entity \l!(ith no· preliminary 
check( ist involved:. 
A score·card pubrished by the Utah State Deportment' ~f Public 'Instruction· 1 
for the eval.uation· of physicq( educat(on· in. high schools was based ·almost entirely 
on the wei!1hted response met~od.' One example of tnis ev~l.uati.on is,snown· below: 
Number of Professional Meetings Total 
other thdn Regular Departmental 'instructors Points 
Attended Durlng last 12 Months Poi'nts· A B. c o· Mctde-
One 3 
-. 
-' 
Two- 6 
., 
Three 9 
toJJr '12' 
Five · 15 
Total 
The total points made , ·divided by the humber of .instructors 
_ __..,._ 
equals the score given -. Score Score 
Possible Given 
~ 
Several other· types of evaluations were referred to and it was determ'ined 
that a. rating of from 1 to 5 wos use·d more often than: any other methoc{. But it 
was also evident that the pre-weighted response and the 11'yes or no 11 type response 
was ·readily ga,ining populdrity in the cqnstructipn· of ~valuative instwmen.ts. 
Despite the fact that rat(n_gs from 1 to· 5 were more prevalentr it was 
thought that a rating 'for from I fo-4.could be equally qs effective and perhaps more 
efficient. A definite set of evaluative· standards: Wds necessary qt this poinf to 
comply wrth a_ 1 to 4 ·tating. These· standards would als-o have to be .flexible- enough 
to apply to-weighted respon~es, the yes or no criterion-.and the declaratory 
~riterton. 
'1 State of Utah( . Department of Pub I i c: Instruction, A Score Card for the .Eva I t.rafioh 
of Physi-cal Education Programs for High School noys,. Salt. Lake City, 1949, p. 9. 
/ 
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The format that was selected in· constructing these standards was faken 
from a subject service analysis scale in· a study conducted pertaining to the. 
rating of fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers.1 They were: 
1""'-Uniform instruction, no specific planning. 
2--lncidental, minor, occasional servtce. 
3--Partial service_,. some plcthned provision; several additions to be made. 
4--Major pr<;>Vision, few imp.rovements o·r·additions to be made. 
ftr referring to this scale, as well as the foregoing standards of eval~ation, the 
following four standards were derived: 
4--Major Provisi.on evident;· few additions or i mpr<;>v·ements .needed.: 
3--.Partial Provision evident: several additions and improvements ,heeded: 
2--Minor Provision' evident:' many additions. and improvements needed: 
1--No- Provision evidenh 
These standards do· not indvde any clause for the term "does not apply. 11 It was 
thought that if arr elementary p~ysical education· program is to- be:- evah.tated in· 
terms of modern-day elementary phy~ical edu·cation, sU'ch a clause may provide. 
an "easy out 11 more· 'times than it wo~l d be appl i cab I e in the true sense of the word. 
Now that the standards had been seiectedr it was necessary to recheck the 
criteria to determine whether or not they could be eva]u-ated in' terms· of these 
standards. A tentative instru.ction sheetwas constl\/cted which included specifi'c. 
directions and excunples concerning the five types of criteria and how they were 
to be evalyated. h als-o included an opening statement, the standards, qnd ~ 
formula for evaluating -each division. These ftve types of criteria and the 
directions for their evaluation appeared as follows: 
The two examples that follow illustrate the use of the standards in scoring the 
items: 
A-1 A def!'nite philosophy, sp.ecifrc dims, objectives. and pol i~ies are 
.set forth in-writing and are·.ovailable to· the p!.lbli'c. 1@-3-
(lnthis eXaJTiple, a rating of 2 is given, indicating that only 
m.inor provision is evident wi.th several additions and improvements 
needed.) 
-
l Harvey B. Scribner, Construction and Validation of d Scale to Rate Teaching 
Services in Grades Fou~, Five and S1x, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Boston University, School of .Education, Boston, .Massachusetts, 1960, p. 68. 
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A-2 Indoor condWons are adequate in terms of: 
a.~temperat.ure control. d . .1/ cleqnliness. 
b. c2 ventilation. e.$ floor J;urface. 
-- -
c._Q__Iighting. f._£ adequate exits. (76) 
(Wherr an item slJch as· this appears, it l~ necessary to score 
each sub-item in terms of the standdrds -and to· divide the 
total of these scores by the number of sub-items. This will 
determine· the final evaluation, w~ich is in the above example 
a 3.~ or '11partial provision. evident. 11) 
In other items, the standards have been applied. as weighted responses. 
The score i.s determin!3d by the respQnse ot respo.nses selected. The 
following three examples will indicate the use ·of this method: 
A-3 Appropriate costumes ar~ required for children in· the fifth 
and slxth grddes. 
a. gym suHs.@ b. play clothes.(?) c·. no.ne provid.ed. {l) 
A-4 Parental permisl)ion is required in writing for child participation 
i'n the extra-class program. 
1-2@4 
l-2-3@ 
d. Yes (4) b. No@ (j}----4 
A-5 An an)1ual inv.entory· of all equipment and supplies. is requited 
and includes.: · 
. 
a. the total number of each item. 
b. an evaluation of present -cqndition. 
c. recommendations for new materials. 
abc-(4) 
ab-(3)· 
ac-(2) 
bc-(1) 
(The first two examples, A-3 and A-4, can be scored by using 
one response only. Exampfe·A-5 illustrates how the score will 
be· determined otr the total responses evident.) 
··r.@-3-4 
The instrument, inclu.ding the instruction sheet and 1 TO individual items 
of criteria contained under four major division5rwas now complete.in first-draft 
form. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND REVISION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
1. By a Jury 
Selection of the jury.-- On December 7I 1960, personal letters 1 were sent to 
thirteen persons in nine states and the District of Columbia. All of these people 
were involved with elementary physical educationL and i·he majority of them were 
authors of recent books or arti des dealing with the same. The contents of the 
leti"er told them of the planned revision and asked if they would consent to serve on 
a 11 jury 11 of qualified persons to provide constructive _criticism that they believed 
was necessary concerning the instrument in first-draft form. A formt answer letter 
was enclosed, along with a self-addressed1 stamped envelope for their convenience 
in replying. 
Responses were received from this entire group and, initially, eight of the 
thirteen agreed to serve as jury members.3 Later on, due to a serious illness in-
volving one person and an extended field trip concerning another, this number was 
reduced to six. Two more qualified persons were contacted and both of them 
consented to serve. 
Following the completion of the instrument in first draft form,. 4 copies were 
sent to ea.ch of the eight jury members on January 28,. 1961. They were asked 
specifically to make any changes1 additions or deletions that they believed would 
make the instrument more effective dnd meaningful. In addition, they were re-
quested to supply specific weights to those criteria that had been constructed in 
terms of weighted responses. It was thought that the members of the jury could 
supply more rei iable weights andr therefore, the final outcomes might be more 
reliable.5 Once again1 a self-addressed stamped envelope was enclosed to 
facilitate the return of the instrument. 
1 See Appendix A, p. 58. 
4
see Appendix B1 p. 65. 
2 See Appendix A1 p. 59. 
3 See Appendix A, p. 60. 
5
see Appendix A, p. 61-62. 
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Suggested changes, additions or deletion~ ·receiv.ed from the jury members; 
(Construction of the instrument in. second-draft form) 
The most si.gniffc·ant change that was itrcorporated into the instrument as q result 
of the jury response was converting many multiple-item and straight declaratory 
·statements to criteria that CO!Jid be eval!Jated on the bas.is of yes or no·. Because 
of this, one mor~ type of criteria and its method of evaluation was added to the 
instroctjon .sheet a.s follows:-
Outdoor facilities include: (insert a check for yes, leave blank if no) 
a._ q kindergarten-primary area.. c. __ an apparatus area. 
b._ a hard-top area. d. a field or turf area. 
(total the mJmbet of checks for score.) 
There were alsa a: number of changes suggested in terms of making more 
criteria· dependent on weighted respon,ses. ln yiew of this,, Hve declaratory 
criteria were converted to the multiple response method of evaluation. The most 
frequently attacked criterio. involving specific changes .qnd additions in content 
and wording were concerned with wearing apparel, instructors serving in· the 
extra-class program, the school nurse and/ or doctor, warm-up activities, and 
the types of activities offered. 
Other· si_gnificant alterations were: 
a. The terms, J'primal)'11 and 11 intermediate 11 were chonged to· 11lower11 
and "upper. 11 
b. The terms "lower elementary-gradesn and 11upper elementary grades11 
wer:e inserted in· place of the numerical divisions 111-2-3 11 and 114-o-6.' 
c. A new criterion wqs added to the instrument concerning how many 
da~s a week physical education classes were held. 
d. The words, 11all·" and ndaily11 were.~ for the most part, deleted from 
the criteria. in which they. appeared. 
e. Two criteric:t were deleted concerning the knowledge of the classroom· 
teacher in relation to specific activity categories and whether or 
not ,supervised free play was offered during the noon hour. 
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f. Trampolines were taken out of the indoor equipment I ist, while 
mirrors and stall bars were combined. Benches and box hockey 
units were excluded from the outdoor equipment lists. 
When these suggestions from the jury members had been incorporated into 
the instrument, the same instruction sheet remained with the one major addition 
in the type of criterion and method of evaluation which was mentioned earlier. 
The division headings and sub-headings were not changed in terms of content 
or in order of appearance. It can be said that approximately half of the original 
. . 
criteria were altered in some particular m~nner as a result of the jury findings 
and when the second draft of the proposed instrument was completed there were 
106 evaluative criteria. 
It should be pointed out that the jury did supply individual weights where 
asked to do so. The weights that were included in the second draft represent a 
consensus of that opinion. 
In concluding, the results of the jury findings revealed a definite emphasis 
by the members on simplicity, clarity and greater objectivity concerning individual 
criterion, which accounted for the increased use of the "yes or no" and the 
"weighted response" criteria. The apparent enthusiasm that these people exhibited 
through their respective constructive criticism and accompanying letters indicates 
that an up-to-date evaluative instrument is de.sirable and in demand in terms 9f 
the elementary physical education program. 
Letters were sent to each member of the jury thanking them for their 
. • • 1 . 
parttctpatton. 
1 See Appendix A, p. 63. 
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2. By School Physical Education Personnel 
On March 15r 1961r individual copies of the Instrument in second-draft 
1 form were taken to Worcesterr Massachusetts, where they were to be used as the 
Instrument in evaluating the Physical Education programs of the fifty-six elementary 
schools located in that city. Each of the fifteen Physical Education specialists 
were given a copy of the. Instrument and were asked to study it carefully qnd 
forward suggestions for improvement concerning any portion of the Instrument. 
On April 4r 1961J with thirteen of the specialists present at a regularly 
scheduled departmental meetingr along with the Director. of Elementary Physical 
Educationr the Instrument was discussed in its entirety by the group. As a result 
of this discussion one major addition was deemed necessary concerning directi0ns 
for scoring 24 11Yes or No 11 criteria. All of these criteria had four sub-items, each 
I 
of which was checked if the condition was present and left blank if it did not I 
exist. Because the minimum standard of 11 No Provision Evident11 called for a 
rating of 1 r it was necessary to add the phrase 11Minimum score is 111 to each of 
these 24 criteria. If this had not been doner it would have been possible for a 
given school to arrive at a score of 110 11 and this would not have complied with 
the standard. 
Other changes that were suggested and incorporated Into the Instrument 
were as follows: 
Instruction Sheet;--
a. The second portion of the fourth standard was changed from 11few 
improvements or additions needed 11 to 11few additions or improvements 
needed. 11 This was done so that the wording of this standard would 
conform with the wording in standards two and three. 
1 See Appendix Cr p. 76. 
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b. The format of examples A-2 and A-4 was changed to correspond with 
these same two criteria as they appeared in the body of the Instrument. 
c. The sentence, 11A fraction resulting from division should be carried to 
the nearest whole number, 11 was added to the instructions for example 
A-2. It was thought that this would simplify scoring and eliminate 
possible confusion or uncertainty concerning this type of criterion. 
Part II: Facilities, Equipment and Supplies:--
a. n(e.g ., special classroom) 11 was added to criterion 1 .b. so that such 
a facility, if it did exist, could be given consideration in terms of a 
multipurpose room that might be used for physical education activities. 
b. Under 14.d., it was discovered that 118 1/2 11-playground ballsu should 
have been included instead of 118 11-playground balls. 11 This change 
represented a mi,stake that was made during the development of the 
Instrument in first .. draft form. 
Although these changes may be considered minor, each tends to make the 
Instrument more effective in terms of uniformity, clari.ty in methods of scoring, 
and content. 
Generally speaking 1 the Elementary Physi caJ Education personnel at 
Worcester believed that the Instrument was quite comprehensive in coverage, 
clearly stated, and would provide the basis for a sound evaluation of the.ir 
Physical Education program. 1 I 
This concluded the study and resulted in the final revision of the Instrument 
which is presented in the following Chapter. 
1 See Appendix A, p. 64. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND PRESENTATION OF iHE INSTRUMENT: 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ITS USE 
1. Summary 
This study· began with a tho·rough review of the original instrument of 
Evaluative Criteria for Elementary School Physical Education 1 that had been 
published in 1953. This instrument and others provided a bosic format from which 
the final instrument was derived. 
After this starting point hod been established, a review of literature, which 
for the most'part, pertained directly to elementary physical education was under-
taken~ This review involved a comprehensive study of recently published books, 
manuals, guides and periodicalso As a result, material reflecting the views of 
modern-day physical educators was gathered, and provided the basis for the for-
mulation of 110 evaluative criteria, each of which was placed under one of four 
separate divisions. In addition; several instruments of evaluation were referred tor 
and information derived from these Sources aided in the development of specific 
standards, types of criterion and the proposed method of evaluation. An instrument 
was then constructed in first-draft form. 
A jury consisting of persons in the field of elementary physical education 
was then selected. Included among the eight active jurors were three men and two 
women at the college or university level, and two men and one woman at the 
elementary school I evel • 
A copy of the instrument, in first-draft form, was sent to each member of 
the jury. Specifically, each was asked to make any changes, additions or deletions 
that he or she felt were necessary to make the instrument more effective. In 
1Bergstrom, Op. Cit. (seep. 1). 
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addition, they were asked to insert specific weights to those criterion that were to 
be evaluated via the weighted response method. 
As a result of the 11 jury findings, 11 several changes, additions and deletions 
appeared to be necessary. Following these suggested revisions, the instrument was 
revised and constructed in second-draft form. 
The revised instrument was taken to Worcester, Massachusetts where it was 
to be used as the instrument in the evaluation of the physical education programs 
in the 56 elementory schools in that city. Physical education personnel at the 
elementary level were osked at the outset of this evaluation to review the instrument 
and submit any suggested revisions which they thought would make the instrument 
more effec.tive. Although their recommendations for change were few in number, 
those that were submitted were given careful consideration andJ' as a resuJ t, 
additional changes were made. 
This completed the study and resulted in the construction of the instrument 
of Evaluative Criteria for PhysicaJ Education at the Elementary School Level. 
There are two obvious limitations concerning this instrument. First of all,. 
degrees of rei iabil ity and validity cannot be ascertained until results from several 
school systems which have used the instrument can be tabulated and investigated.~· 
Secondly, it does not appear possible to predict any definite scoring ranges, 
other than those indicated by the present four standards. This factor will also be 
dependent on the subsequent use of the instrument. 
Therefore, it is possible that further revision may be deemed necessary 
before the instrument can accurately produce rei iable and valid results in terms 
of apparent strengths and weaknesses and provide a sound basis fbr necessary 
improvements and additions in programs of elementary physical education. 
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Elementary Evaluative Criteria: Physical Education Section*: 
Instruction Sheet 
The items contained in this section reflect the thinking of modern-day physical 
educators. lt is the intent that the use of thiS' Instrument wnl evaluate an· 
elementary school physical education program in terms of st engfhs and weaknesses 
and provide a· sound basis for necessary improvements and -a ·ditions. The evalua-
tion, therefore, should be the best judgments of the physi.c I .education personnel 
and/or visiting committee. · 
All items are scored on a basis of 4, 3, 2, or 1. 'fhese'nu erical scores conform 
with the sfandardS' which appear ~elow: 
4--Major Provision evident: few additions o-r irnp·rovements needed: 
3--Partial Provision evident: several additions and improv ments needed: 
2--Minor Provision evident:- many additions and improvem nts needed: 
1--No Provision. evident: 
The examples that follow illustrate the use of the stqndards in scoring· 
A~hel iteAmsd: f" · · h"l h "f" • b" t" d 1 I" • t - e Jnlte p I osop Yr speCJ IC, atms, 0 JeC rYes an rO IC'JeS are se 
forth in writing and are avQilable to the public. 1-@-3-4 
. (In this example, a rating of 2 is given, indicating t at only 
minor provision is evident with several -additions and improve-
ments needed • ) · 
A-2 Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a • ...J._.temperature control • d. _L"cl eanliness·. · 
b._k_ventllation·. e. c2.- floor surfcrc • 
c._J_Iighting. f._L,adequate exi s. (76) 
(When ·an item such as this appears, it is necessary to score 
e.ach sub-item in terms of the standards and to divid~the 
total of these scores by the number of sub-items. Th. swill 
determine the final evaluation, which is in the abov 
exa~ple a 3, or 11partial provision evident. 11 A fracpon 
resulting from division should be carried to the nearest 
who I e number.) 
1-2@4 
rn other items, the standards have been applied as weighte responses., The score 
is determined by the response or responses selected. ·The fo lowing four examples 
will indicate the use of this method. 
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A-3 Apprdpriate- .costu·mes .are required for dtildren. in the fifth ancl 
sixth grades. 
A-5 
A-6 
a. gym suits.@ b. play clothes. (3) c. none required. (1) 
Paren.fal permission is required in writing for child participation 
in the ektr~-class program. 
a. Yes(4) b. No@ · 
J I r ,.. v 
Outdoor facil.ities include: (ll':!sert check for Yes, l~ave blank if, No) 
'a: /·a· kindergarten-primary area. c. an apparatus area. 
- . -b~ / a., hard-top· courj area. d.Lq .fielc{ or t~::~rf ;ar~a .• , 
(total the number of checks for 
score; minimum score is 1 • ) 
t .., ! ~ " 
An annual inventory of all equipment and. supplies is requ.fred and 
'include.s: 
a .. · the tot<:~ I .nu.mber -of ·each item • · 
b.. -SJ.n 'evaluation· •of present condition. 
c: recommendation for· new- materials~ 
. .. ~ " . 
abc-(4) 
ab-(3) 
@-(2) 
bc-(1) 
(The first· two examples, A-3 and A-4 can be scored by using one 
·r.esponse only. Ex~:imp,les A-~ and A-6. i!lvstrate how. the .scor.e 
will be.det~r111ined on .the totol r?spo.nses eVident .. ) · 
in all ·cases, encirde upprop'riate responses ahd final scores., 
"' ). "ll 
Provisions .are made 9t the completion of each division for a. single score 
that is. interpreted in, terms of the four stc;mg~rds. (See example below) 
. . 
Part 1: Total Items; 24; Possible Total for Pqrt I: 96; 
School Total for Part 1: 
'Evalu6ti6n for Part h 
To determine the score for· Part I, the following formula is used: · 
·School Totel :_ S s: P rt 1 (J2 ~ ~3 Total Items - co~~ rpr a '\24 · - "} 
CD---..:-4 
1-2@4 
1@3-4 
1~ 
3 
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Elementary Evaluative Criteria: Physical Education Section: 
Part 1:· Departmental Organization· and Policies 
Genera·! Policies: 
1" Phys.i cal education classes are held: 
a·. 5 days a· week (4) c. 3 days a week (3) 
b. 4 d~y~ a week (4) d. 2 days a week (2) 
e. 1 day a week (1) 
2. Encircle the.'time allotment (within 5 minutes) for the instructional 
period in physical. educatipn. (~ indicates grades 1-3; U indicqtes 
grades 4-6) · 
Page 1 
1-2-3-4 
Lower grade.s: 151 (.2) 301 (4) 451 (2) 60( (l) L-l-2-3-4 
Upper grades: 151 (1) 30i (4) 45 1 (4) 601 (1) U-1-2-3-4 
3. A definite philosophy,, specific aimsr ob(ectives and p.<::>licies are· 
set forth in wrlting_ and are available to the public. 1-2-3-4 
4. A wri'tten·, up·-to-date course of study for grades 1 through 6 !s kept 
o·n file in the administrative offices and copies ar.e ayailable upon 
request.· · 
5. The··physical education program is allowed ·an adequate budget for 
the purchase and upkeep of .equipment and supplies. 
6. An· insurance plan to cover physical ed'uca..tiorr activiti:es is 
available to all students. and provided by: 
ci. the school system. (4) c. none provided. ( 1) 
b. the children1s parents. (3) 
7. An annual inventory of all equipment and sup pi ies includes: 
a. the total number of ea~h item. abc-(4) 
ab-(3) 
b. an eyalvation of present condition. a.c-(2) 
c. recommendations for new materials. bc-(l) 
8. Apparatus, equ·ipment and supplies are periodica.IIy c::hecked and 
kept in good repair. Yes (4) No (l) 
9. Sneakers ore required to be worn· by all students during the 
activity periods. Yes (4) No (1) 
10. Appropriate costumes are required for children in the ·upper 
elementary grades. 
J-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-
a. gym suits. (4) b. play clothes. (3) c. none required. (1) 1-2-3-
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P'ersonnel: 
1 T. Physical education ls u!lder the supervision of a well-qualified 
physical educator. 
12. 1nstruction in the physical education program is provided by: 
a. a special teacher of physical educa,tion. L-(3) U-(4) 
b. the classroom teacher. L-(2) U-(2) 
c. the speciai teacher and classroom teacher. l-(4) U-(3) 
13. An organi4ed program of in-service e.dlicQtion- is offered to 
classroom teachers who are responsible for teaching physical 
education. Yes (4) No (1) 
14. Classroom teachers are encouraged to participate in physical 
education· staff and departmental meetings. Yes (4) No· (1) 
]5. rnstructors serving in· the· extra-class progra!ll~ 
a. are paid extra. (4) 
b. are given released time for classes. (3) 
c. are paid as part of their reguJar teaching salary •. (2) 
16. )nstructors in the extra-class progra.m are: 
a. physical education· personnel. (4) c. college students. (2) 
b. classroom teachers. (3) cl. others. (1) 
Medical: 
'11. A school nurse is: a. on duty. (4) b. on call. (2) 
·ra. Regular perioaical medical examinations a_re required for all 
students and are give'ry: 
Page 2 
J-2-3-4 
l-1--2-3-4 
U:-1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-----4 
l-2-3-4 
l-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
a. annually •. (4) b. eyery two years. (3) c. every three years. (T) 1-2:..~-
r19. Necessary informati.on concerning the physlcal education· program is 
supplied to ]oca,l physicians by school officiafs to· assist them in 
making. recommendations for individual program limJtation. 
Yes {4) No (1) 
,I E~tra-:CI ass: 
20. The need f9r 'more phy~ical a.ctivity through an extra-class program 
fo.r the u,pper elementary grades is recognized and provided for by 
1-----
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the schooi administration. 
. a. grad~s 4-5-6. (4) 
b. grades 5-6. (3) 
·c. grade 6 only. (2) 
d. none provided. ( 1) 
2] ; Parental permission is required in writing for child 15 participation 
in; the extra-class program. Yes (4) NO'(l) 
22. Ttansportation· js available, wh~n necessary, to heiJ>· insure 
pdrticipation in extra-cl.ass activities and -is provided by: 
'Page 3 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
a. the school. (4) b. the parents. {2) c. none provided. (1) l-2-3-4 
Part I: Total 'Items: 24; Possibie· Total for Part 1: 96 
School Total for Part (: 
Evaluation for Pdrt I: 
* * * * * * 
Part il: t~cilttiesr Equipment and Supplies: 
1. Indoor facilities inClude: 
. 
a. a· gym·nasium. 
b. a multipurpose room (e.g., special classroom). 
c. an emergency first-aid room. 
d. a swimming pool. 
e •. (inl?e~t a check for-Yes; leave blank if No) 
adequate stordge space for 
--equip·ment and supplies. 
accessible toilet facilities. 
separate I ocker and shower 
-facilities for-bc;>ys a_nd girls. 
_ offi.ce spd,ce for physjcal 
· ed.ucation· personnel. 
{total the number of checks f9r · 
score; minimum score is- ·1.) 
I 
2. Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a. . temperatur;e control • 
,__..., 
b. ventilation. e. 
cleanlipess. 
floor surfa,ce. 
c • __ 1 i.ghti ng. f._ adequdte exits. (.; 6) 
3. Stage fa'cilities are utili.zed, if available, for physicdl education 
activities. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
1-:2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
J-Z-3-4 
J-2-3-4 
1-2:..3-4 
J-2-3-
1'-----
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• 4. One indoor teachi:ng station for physical education is provided for every: j-1age 
4 
a. 6-•11 cldssrooms. (4) c. 15-19 classrooms. (2) 
b. 12-14 classrooms. (3) d •. 20-24 classrooms. (1) 1-2-3-4 
5. Adequate electri.cal outlets are avaifable for the areds where dance 
and other physical education activities will be held. 
Yes (4) No (1} 
6. A minimum·acreage of playground space is provided for ecrch 
elementdry school. 
a.. over l 0 a.cres. (4) -c. 5-6 acres. (2) 
h. 7-10 acres. (3) d. less:thdn 5. (1) 
1·. Outdoor facilities are properly fenced where necessary to insure 
greater safety from hazardous trdffic· conditions. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
8. Outdoor facilities include: tinsert cr check for Yes; leave biank if No) 
a.-.--a kindergdrten-primary d.rea. 
b .. __ a hard-top court area. 
c._ an apparatus. ared. 
d. a field or turf area. 
1-----4 
1-2:...3-4 
l-----4 
(Tota.l the number of checks for 
score; minimum score is l.) 1 -2-3-4 
9. Outdoor play spqce has proper drainage. 
Yes (4) No ( 1) 
~0.. Court markings, inside and out, are a.dapted to the spa.c·e ava.ilable 
and to· the levef of the pupils. Yes (4) No (1) 
11. Indoor equipment includes ctdequate amounts of: (insert a check for 
Yes; leave blank if No) (List amounts on the dotted lines.) (Total 
the number of checks for score on each division; minimum score for 
each division. is 1 .) 
d. mats.--- _vctultlng boxes.---
1-----4 
1-----4 
climbing ropes.--- adJustable horizontal bars.---
- ---b. basketball backboards.--- mirrors.---
net standards.--- · · sta.ll .bars.--· 
c._scales, height attachments.--- __ pianos.---
_3-speed record players.--- table· tennis tables.--- 1-?~ .'~ .. A 
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12. Outdoor equipment and apparatus includes adequate amounts of: 
(insert a check for Yes; leave blank if No) (List amounts on the 
dotted lines.) (Total the number of chetks for score on each 
division; minimum score for each division is 1 .) 
a. basketball backboards.--- _high jump standards.---
net standards.---
b • __ softball backstops.---
_uprights for goals.---
_hurdles, reduced in size.---1-2-3-4 
sand boxes.---
c. __.._1 ung le Qyms. ---
ba(an.ce beams.---
13. All playground dpparatus is: 
tetherball poles.---
--. 
horizontal ladders.---
- climbing ladders.---
a. __ firmly anchored. b. placed on a hard smooth surface. 
- (7'2) 
14. Units of physical education· supplies are available in adequate amounts,, 
· where dpplicable, in the ratio 'Of 1 to.every 6 children of the largest 
group using them at one time., (Insert a check fo·r Yes; leqye bla.nk if 
No) (L.ist amounts oh dotted I ines) (Total the number of checks for 
score on each division; minh-fium score for each division is 1.) · 
a~ __ jr. sized footbaUs .• ---
__ voll eyball s. -·--
b ._f r. sized basketballs.---
tetherballs.---
c. softballs .• ---
kicking tees.--
- . 
__ volleyball nets.---
__ batting tees.---
soccer balls.---
softball bats.---
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3.-~ 
1-2-3-A 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
bases.--- catching equipment.--- 1-2-3-4 
.d. __ 6 11-playground balls.---
e. 
f. 
' 
_1011-playground balls.---
shuffleboard sets.---
deck tennis. sets.---
badminton rackets.---· 
victrola re.cords.---
g. marbles.---
-
wands.---
.-"-
_8 1/2"-playground bcdls_.---
__ 1311--playground balls.--- 1-2-3-4 
·-ring toss sets.---
rubber ho~:seshoe sets.---
badminton nets.---
~table tennis paddfes.---
bean bags.---
___,.... 
balloons.---· 
l-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
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h.. j JJmp ropes.---
___,....., 
whistles.---
-
. 
i • ..---a 50-foot tape.---
indiqn clubs.---
bowling pins.---
·~ 
a first-aid. kit.---
--
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1-2-3-4 
a pressJJre pump.--- a stop-watch.--- 1-2-3-4 
____, . 
15. Each' indiv,iduaJ classroom has its own basic p~siccd education supplies. 1-2-3-4 
16. Armbdnds, different colored jerseys, pinnies, or other markers qre 
available to- identify pa.rticipants on different teams. · 
Yes (4) · No (J) 
. 17. Teaching a.lds that are· available and utilized include: (Jnserfa· 
check for.Yes; leave- blank if No) (Total the number of checks 
for score on each diyision; minimum score for each division is 1.) 
~ .. • "' i 
a._ a 16 mm. movie projector. ___ a· film-strip projector. ' 
_an overhead projector-.. _a fape. re.c::orde.r. 
b. · portable clialkboa..rCis. · bulleHn· boa.rds: 
,-,.-• I 
a publ.ic' address system. display cases. 
- ~ 
Part H: Tota.lltems: 34; Possible Total for'Part·H: '136 
'School' Total for Part H: 
' ' Evalucition'for Part.ll:. 
***·*** 
Part Ill:' Program Planning and Teacher Methods: 
Program Planning: ~ 
1. When,pla'nriing the physical education program; considerations are. 
gi.ven to:- (Insert a check for Yes; leave blank for No) (total th~. 
number of checks for score on each division; minimum score for 
ea.ch.division is r.) . 
a... . the phi'losophy of the -.-the spe'cific grade level. 
-school· system. . 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
l-2-3-4 
the age-and sex. • 
....--
b. the interests and needs 
_ chil.d.growth and development. 1-2-3-
_individua.l and gr9up. safety. 
___,of the pupils. 
· · the carry-over value of 
-:-the activity. 
available facilities and 
-eq_u'ipment. 1-2-3-
51 
c·._variety. 
fl.exibility. 
__,-. 
__ progression. 
heul th conditions. 
2 • .B'oth formal and informal types of class orgcmization are utilized, 
de:pending on the type of activity being taught. 
Yes (4) No· (l) 
3. Efforts to integrate select?d activities wjth subfects of an 
-academic nature are evident. 
Yes(4) No (1) 
4. A desirable breadth and balance is maintained in. the presentation 
of activities. 
5. Lesson plans are prepared for classes of physical education. 
6. Pupil suggestion· for program improvement are offered and considered 
tlirough individual or class di'scussions. ~ 
7. The extra-class program is based on seasonal' activities. which the 
child has learned in the instructional progtqm. 
. 
8. Children are given a voice in planning', conducting an~ evaluating· 
the qctivities of the extra-class program. 
9?Modern teaching akls: are utilized by the staff in program planning. 
10. A variety of appropriate.~ up-to-date mcmuals, guides, books and 
periodi.cals are available and utilized by the physicdl edu·cation· 
staff and the classroom teachers. 
11. Demonstrations for the public are the outgrowth of the. regul·ar 
program, with many students participating. 
12. Adjustments in programming, are provided for: 
a.. the physically hanqicapped child. 
b. ·the socially handrcapped child. 
-.--
c. __ the mentally handicapped child. 
.: 
d._the physically gifted child. (;- 4) 
·13. H~ndicapped children participate in the: 
a.-:--regulctr .cldss program whenever possible! 
b. special class program when necessaty. 
-...-
(~ 2) 
Pdge 7 
1-2-3-4 
1-----'4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2 ... 3-4 
1-.2-3-4 
J-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
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Teacher .Methods: 
:14. Class organ·ization including group forma.tio.ns, spacing, .numbering, 
taking of attendance and orientation is utilized at grade levels-
where. appl j cpbl e. 
15. Warm-up exercises or activities precede instruction· irr peysical 
educatiorr. Y~s (4) No. (1) 
16. Periodic youth fitness tests are: (Insert a check for Yes;- leave 
blank if No.) 
Page '8 
1-2-3-4 
l-----4 
a. ·administered. c. the results are. followed up. 
-b._carefl.ll records are kept. 
--.-
d. individua] constructive 
--help is given·. 
(Total the number of checks for 
score; minimum score. is T .) 1-2-3-4 
·17. All activi.ties are conducted under conditions encouraging safe 
participation in terms of: (lnsert a check fc;>r Yes; leave blank if Ncr.) 
a. wearing appareL c. selected dctivities. 
- -b. facilities. d. · usa:ge of equipment. 
- -
·(Total the. number of checks for· 
score;- minimum score. is 1.) 1-2-3-4 
18. Each new activity fs explained o~ demonstrated before· the 
participation phase. · l-2-3-4 
19. Rest periods are. provided, wherr needed, d~ring the physical 
education program. · 
, 20. AU students are evaluated in· terms of: 
a. physical fitness. 
b. g·rowth and development. 
c.· skills. 
d.' social and emotional characteristics. 
e. activity knowledges and. understandings. 
21 • Staff eva I uatiQh of the physical education- progrdm is a continuous 
process. 
22. Evaluative procedures serve as a basis for improvement of the p~ysical 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1~2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
l-2-3-4 
edlfcation program. l-2-3-4 
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Part lH: Totalltems: 28; Possible TotaJ for Part 111: 1.12; 
School Total for· Part 111: 
Evaluation for Part Hh _,..-
* * * * * :k 
Part IV: Class Content 
1. The general types of activities offered vary from day to· day at ther 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
a·._lower elementary grade level. b. upper elementary 
~rgde fevel. (;. 2) 1-2-3-4 
More. than one type of activity is included during a class period 
for childrell in the: lower elementary grades. 1-2-3-4 
Activities are presented on a seasonal basis for the upper 
elementary grades. l-2'-3-4 
Boys are separated from, girls in selected activities in the upper 
elementary grades. 
The extra-doss program is open to all children in the upper 
el ementqry grades. 
Types of activities included for the lower elementary grades include:,. 
(~ 2) a. running and tag games. 
--..... 
a. __,_!el ays. 
b. simple bali games. 
-
b._si.mple team games. •r 
c • .:.___ classroom games. 
d. individual stunt£. 
c. 
d. 
~swimm'in.s. 
tumbling and 
-apparatus. 
, e. rope ci imbing. e. body m.echanics. 
-. -
II 
II 
Jl 
f ._individual and couple: activities. f._playg.round apparatus.11 
g._singing games. ~. mimetics and story 
-plays. 
h • .........--fork dancing. h. basic ·rhythms. 
- ' 
II 
J-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-"4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
l-.2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
J-2-3-4 
1. Types· of activities incl.uded for the upper elementary grades include: 
a. low orgtmizQtional activities. 
~ 
a. a variety of indivicl\"" 
·-ual qnd coup I e 
activities. (:;. 2) ·I-2-3-4 
b. lead-up games. b. team sperts. u 1-2-3-4 
- -
c. skill-drills. c. body mechanics. II 1-2~3-4 
_____, _. 
d. _square dancing. d'. _swimming. II J-2-3-4 
54 
-
e. folk-dancing. 
_,.., 
f. tumbling activities. 
·-
g .__,rope climblng. 
e. social danc.ing • 
...,...._. 
f. individual stunts. 
g. apparatus 
-.-(including pfay-
.ground). 
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(~ 2) 1-2-3-4 
II l-2-3-4 
It 1-2-3-4 
Part lV: Total Items: 20; 'Po~sible Total for Part iV: 80,: 
Part 
I. 
II. 
Ill .. 
IV. 
Totals 
Scho9l Tofal for PC.rt IV: 
EvalUC(fion· for Part IV: 
Final Summary of Evaluation: 
Possible Sc~re .School Score 
96 t. 
136 • -;-
112 \ . 
80 I 
• 
• 424 
• 
Toted Items 
24 
34 
28 
20 
106 
= 
=. 
= 
= 
= 
Evaluation 
Final 
Evaluation 
55 
0 
0 
0 
3. Recommendations for the Use of This 1nstrt;Jment 
a. Although a minority of the criteria contained within the instrument might 
he. effective irr e.va:luating a ~ystem involvi.hg many e!ementa·ry schools, 
it is recommended that a· separate copy of the insfTJ,Jment be used for each 
individual school _if meaningful results are: desired. 
b. The resvlts of this. evaluation would appear to be ineffective unless qction· 
is tqken concerning a follow-up program. 'Therefore, it is: recommended 
that this same evaluation be used at least twice within· a period of four 
years to· determine wbether or not progress in terms of program improvement 
is being reaH.zed. 
c. lhe most valid outcome p~:obably would resuit if all p~y~Jcaf edvcation 
persohnel, classroom teachers and specialists alike worked as a team in 
determining this: evaluation·. 
d. The use of thts instrument by an outside committee in the evaluation of a· 
phy~ical educa:tion program may be desirable in many c~ses, espe.cially 
for purposes of review and verification of results. .However, it is recom-
mended that this committee be. well qualified a.nd familiar with the."school, 
its physical education program and personnel !:>efore being asked to 
participate: in such an evaluation. 
e. lt is the intent that this instrument will determine: apparent strengths and 
weaknesses in an elementary phy~ical education program and f)roYide·a 
sound basis for its Improvement. For this. reason it is recommended that 
the. total s·cores res.ulting from each division· be used to provide a: basis for 
determining where. that division ranks in terms of the standards or a:s a 
means .of comparison with the. outcomes of subsequent use of thJs instrument. 
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SAMPLE 
ORIGINAL LETTER SENT TO THIRTEEN PROSPECTIVE JURY CANDIDATES 
December 7, 1960 
Dr. Leonard A. Larson 
Department of Physical Education 
New York University 
New York 3, New York 
Dear Dr. larson: 
The 'Efementary Evaluative Criteria which was devel~ped through a' 
research project was published in 1953, and has since been used in many school 
systems throughout the country. At tha present time, this criteria is in need of 
revision. 
As part of the requirements for my graduate work, J propose to· revise the 
section of the Elementary Evaluative Criteria pertaining to physical education· 
and health education. This work is being done under the direction of Dr. Arthur 
G •. Miller, Head of the Department of Heahh, Physic·al Education and Recreation 
at the School of Education, Boston University. 
'Two juries, each composed of 12 qualified persons1 orre for p~ysical 
education· and one for health education, are being asked. to offer constructive 
criticism i·n terms of changes, additions, and deletions concerning' the tentative· 
checklist items. 'The number of items to be fudged will not be excessive and will 
be presented in objective form. It is my earnest hope that you will consider 
serving, ds a member of the jury for physical education. 
Enclosed is a self-addressedf stamped envelope and a form letter for your 
convenience in·indicating whether or not you are willing to serve as a fury 
member. The checklist.items will he sent to· you early in January, with the hope 
th~t they could be returned by February l, 1961. Your cooperation is sincerely 
appreciated. and I look forward to your reply·. 
Respectfully yoO'rsr 
Royal L. Goheen 
15 Dale Street 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 
Note: (Orl~inal pl.ans called for the development of one final instrument 
containing evaluative criteria for physical edu·cation· and health 
education. Later it was decided that two separate instruments would 
be constructed and thdf another person wool d do. the section on· health 
education.) 
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sAMl>lE 
REPLY FORM ENCLOSED WITH THE ORIGINAL LETTER 
Mr. R~yal L. Goheerr 
l5 Dale, Street 
Newtonville 60, Massachusetts' 
Dear Mr. Goheen: 
in· r~gard to- your letter of December 7, 1960: 
Date: 
1 (will ) - (wifl not ) serve as a jory member for the:revtsed development 
of Eleilieritary Evaluative Cri_teria (Physical Education Section). . 
Signed: 
----------
School ·or ~treet 
Address 
, City and State 
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0 *Authors 
MEMBERS OF THE JURY 
*Ruth Evans1 Sc.D. 
Director1 Physical Education for Women 
Springfield College 
Springfield1 Massachusetts 
*Leonard A. Larson1 Ph.D. 
Department < f Physical Education 
University o Wisconsin 
Madison.r W sconsin 
Paul Lombar 
Coordinator pf Elementary Physical Education 
Lexington P bl ic School System 
Lexington 7 1 Massachusetts 
*Leonard R. lAarti 
Director.~ D partment of Physical Education for Men 
University c North Dakota 
Grand Fork 1 North Dakota 
Richard Tho nton 
Director of lementary Physical Education 
Melrose Pullic School System 
Melrose1 Massachusetts 
*MaryHelen Vannier1 Ed. D. 
Director1 v omen•s Division 
Department of Health and Physical Education 
Southern Nj9thodist University 
Dallas 51 ~ ~xas 
*Virginia W itcomb 
Director of Physical Education 
Franklin El ~mentary School 
Lexington 81 Massachusetts 
*Carl Willg ose1 Ed. D. 
Departmen of Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
School of ducation 
Boston University 
Boston 15.r Massachusetts 
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SAMPLE 
LEiTER SENT TO JURY .MEMBERS WITH THE FfRST PROPOSED 
1NStRUMENT 
Dr. Leonard A. larson 
'Department of Physical Education· 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin· 
Dear Dr. larson: 
January 26, 1 961 
Thank you for your ac·c.eptance to serve as a member of the 11 jury11 
for the revised development of the Elementary Evaluative Criteria, P~ysi.cal 
Educ9:tiort·sY!a'tion . · 
A separate page of 11 jury instructions11 is attached to this letter and 
a copy of the proposed ihstrument is enclosed. Everything has been double-
spaced so that there is amp I e, room for revisions and comments. 
The form of the criteria and the methods of evaluation differ from the 
original work done in 1953. lt is felt that this instrument will provide a more 
effective evaluation and will also tend to reveal strengths and weaknesses 
to a grea'tet degree. 
A self-addressed,. stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience 
in returning the completed evaluation. It is hoped that you may find it 
possible to send the ihstrument back to me by l=ebruary 15r 1961. Thank you 
agaln for your fine cooperation·. 
Respectfully y<;>urs, 
Royal L. Goheen 
15 Dale Street 
NewtonvHie 60, Mass. 
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SAMPLE 
JURY GUIDE SHEET' ATTACHED TO PRECEDING LEiTER 
11Guide Sheet For Jury 11 
Please make any changes, additions or deletions that you feel are necessary 
to make this instrument more effective. 
Notice, by- reading the instruction sheet, that ea:ch item is scored as a separate 
entity·. The standards mentioned on the instru.ctiorr sheet are used throughout 
the instrument and all items that are given weights should be weighted in- terms 
of those standards. 
l would -like fo ask you an extra favor that was not included in the original 
let~er to you·. Would you supply weights to·all of the items in-which the 
responses are followed bY. parentheses. TO- be more ~pacific, weights are 
needed for the items 1 isted below: 
'Part I: J-5-6-9-11-14-15-16-17-21 
Part 11:- .11-12 
Part IV: 2 
Special attenti~n is called to. item~ 11 and 12 in· .Part ll, concernihg indoor and 
outdoor equipment. The weights are already printed, but the amollnts that 
correspond to those weights are not. Ple~se insert whctt you feel is the proper 
amount that should accompany each of the four given weights. An exo111ple· 
con·cerning the first sub-item under number 11 r Par.t llr would bet 
a.~ mats. 3 (1) 6 (2) 9 (3) 12 (4) 
ft must be poihted out that all weights included on the present instruction sheef 
are subject to change if you feel they should be. They are only inserted to 
serve as examples and to indicaJe what the final instruction sheet will,probably 
look like. 
H you would fike to receive a finished copy of this instrument for your files, 
please check here_. __ and return. 
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SAMPLE 
THANK YOU LETTER SENT TO JURY MEMBERS WITH A' COPY OF THE rfNAl 
INSTRUMENT ENCLOSED 
Miss Virginia Whitcomb 
Director of Physico] Educatiorr 
Fronklin Elementary School 
Lexington 78,. Massachusetts 
Dear Miss Whitcomb: 
April lOr 1961 
Thank you for your fine cooperation· in· serving as a fury member for 
the revised development of the Elementary Evaluative Crlteriar Physical 
Edu~ation Section. · · 
A number of changes1 de[etions1 and additions were made in the 
instrument as a result of the ·comments recetved from the eight active jury 
members. Your· participation··has been greatl)(' appreciated. 
As you have "requestedr a. final :copy of the instrument is enciQsecl. 
Respectfully yours1 
Royal l-. Goheen 
j 5 Da( e Street 
Newtonville 601 Mass. 
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SAMPLE 
Mr. Earl Bri_gham 
Director of Elementary Physi-cal Education 
Worcester Public School Sy:;tem 
Wor.c:ester, Massdch~setts 
Deor Mr. Brigham: 
{would iike fo thank you for the oppo~:tunity thaf you extended, 
in allowing_ me to: meet with the' elementary· phy~icpl education personnel 
at Worcester on Apr{l 4, 1961 • 
. Their sugges~ions did p~:ove .. us~ful an<;! I, believe that the instrum,ent 
of evaluativ~ crite.ria wa·s strengthened .aS. a. resvlt. Please convey my 
thanks to these people. for their fi_ne COQ.p~rq.tiort. · 
I sincerely hope that the evalu.9fi.911- of the' physical educa,tion 
prqgra.ms in· the Worcester efemenfary ~cbo9l:; led by Mr. James Go~:vey 
will be benefi¢ial In terms of eventual improvement and enrichment of 
these programs. If you shquld desire. rQ.Or:e cqpies of the instrument, 
pi ea:'se do.- not hesitate to contact me. 
Respectft:J.IIy yqurs,· 
Royql L. Gohee·n 
15 E>a(e Street 
Newtonvi II e 60, Mass.achu~etts-
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APPENDIX B 
I 
( First-draft Fozm) 
Elementary Evaluative Criteria: Physical Education Section*: 
0 Instruction Sheet 
The items contained in this section reflect the thinking of modern-day physical educators. It is the 
intent that the use of this instrument will evaluate an elementary school physical education program 
in terms of strengths and weaknesses and provide a sound basis for necessary improvements and 
additions., The evaluation, therefore, should be the best judgments of the physical education 
personnel and/or visiting committee. 
All items are scored on a basis of 4, 3, 2, or 1 •· These numerical scores conform with the standards 
which appear below: 
4--Major Provision evident: few improvements or additions need.ad: 
3--Partial .Provision evident: several additions and improvements needed: 
2--Minor Provision evident: many additions and improvements needed: 
1--No Provision evident: 
The two examples that follow illustrat~ the use of the standards in scoring the items: 
A-1 A definite philosophy, specific aims, objectives and policies are set forth 
in writing c:md are available to the public. 
(In this example, a rating of 2 is given, indicating that only minor provision is evident 
with several additions and improvements needed.) 
A-2 Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a._3_temperature control. d._,h\_ cleanliness. 
b.~v.antilation. e.~floor surface. 
1~3-4 
c.-3_lighting. f.~ adequate exits (divide by 6) 1-2.@.4 
{ When an item such as this appears, it is necessary to score each sub-item in terms 
of the standards and to divide the total of these scores by the number of sub-items. 
This will determine the final evaluation, which is in the above example a 3, or 
11partial provision evident. 11 
In other items, the standards have been applied as weighted responses. The score is determined by 
the response or responses selected. The following three examples will indicate the use of this method: 
A-3 Appropriate costumes are required for children in the fifth and sixth grades. 
a. gymsuits. @b. playclothes. {3) c. noneprovided. {l) 
• > 
A-4 Parental permission is required in writing for child participation in the extra-ci.Jss 
program. 
a. Yes {4) b. No@ 
* Revised Development. 
1-2-3-«> 
(j}-----4 
A-5 c 
• 
An annual inventory of all equipment and supplies is required and includes: 
a. the total number of each item. abc-(4) 
ab -(3) 
b. an evaluation of present condition.~ -(2) 
be -( 1) 
c. recommendations for new materials. 
(The first two examples, A-3 and A-4 can be scored by using one response only. 
Example A-5 illustrates how the score will be determined on the total responses 
evident.) 
In all cases, encircle correct responses and final scores. 
Provisions are made at the completion of each division for a single score that is 
interpreted in terms of the four standards. (See example) 
1@3-4 
Part 1: Total Items: 23; Possible Total for Part I: 92 School Total for Part 1:~ 
Evaluation for Part I :_3_ 
To determine the scora for Part I, the following formula is used: 
School Total 
Total Items = Score for Part I 
Part.!.: Departmental Organization and Policies 
~Policies: 
---1. Encircle the time allotment (within 5 minutes) for the daily instructional period. 
(P indicates grades 1-3; I indicates grades 4-6) 
a. 10 P ( ) ( ) c. 30 p ( ) ( ) e. 50 P ( ) I ( ) 
b. 20 p ( ) ( ) d. 40 p ( ) .< ) f. 60 P ( ) I ( ) 
2. A definite philosophy, specific aims, objectives and policies are set forth 
in writing and are available to the public. 
3. A written, up-to-date course of study for grades 1 through 6 is kept on file in the 
administrative offices and copies are available upon request. 
4. The physical education program is allowed an adequate budget for the purchase 
and upkeep of equipment and supplies. 
5. An insurance plan to cover physical education activities is available to all 
students and provided by: 
a. the school system. ( ) b. the chi I dren •s parents. ( ) c. ethers. ( ) 
d. none provided. ( ) 
6. An annual inventory of all equipment and~upplies is required and includes: 
a. the tota I number of each i tern. abc-{ ) 
b. an evaluation of present condition. ab -(( )) 
. ac-
c. recommendations for new materials. be -( ) 
7. Apparatus, equipment and supplies are periodically checked and kept in good 
repair at all times. 
8. Sneakers or rubber-soled shoes are required to be worn by all students during the 
activity periods. 
9. Appropriate costumes are required for children in thlil fifth and sixtli grades. 
a. gym suits. ( ) b. play clothes. ( ) c. None provided. ( ) 
Personnel: 
10. Elementary physical education is under the supervision of a well-qualified 
physical educator. 
11. Daily instruction in physical education is provided for children by: 
(P indicates grades 1-3; I indicates grades 4-6) 
a. a special teacher of physical education. p ( ) 
b. the classroom teacher. P ( ) 
c. the special teacher and the classroom teacher. P ( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Page 1 
P-1-2-3-4 
1- 1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
P- 1-2-3-4 
1- 1-2-3-4 
12. 
Q 
An organized program of in-service education is offered to classroom teachers 
who are responsible for teaching physical education. 
13. Classroom teachers are encouraged to participate in physical education staff 
and departmental meetings. 
a. Yes (4) b. No (1) 
14. Instructors serving in the extra-class program: 
a. are paid as part of their regular teaching salary. ( ) b. are paid extra. ( ) 
15. Instructors in the extra-class program are: 
a. 'teachers. ( ) b. coli ege students. ( ) c. otners. ( ) 
Medical: 
16. A school nurse and/or doctor is: a. available. ( ) 
b . on ca II • ( ) 
17. Regular periodical medical examinations are required for all students and are given: 
a. rannua II y. ( ) b. every two years. ( ) c. every three years. ( ) 
18. Necessary information concerning the physical education program is supplied to 
local physicians by school officials to assist them in making recommendations for 
individual program I imitation. 
Extra-Class: 
19. The need for more physical activity through an extra-class program for grades 
5 and 6 is recognized and provided for by the school administration. 
20.. Parental permission is required in writing for child participation in the 
extra-class program. 
a. Yes (4) b. No (1) 
21. Transportation is available, when necessary, to help insure participation in 
extra-class activities and is provided by: 
a. the school • ( ) b. the parents. ( ) c. others. ( ) 
Part I: Total Items: 23; Possible Total for Part 1: 92 School Total for Part 1: 
Evaluation for Part I 
Page 2 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
Part !,!: Facilities, Equipment and Supplies: 
q 1. Indoor facilities include: 
a. a gymnasium. 
b. a multipurpose room. 
c. an emergency first-aid room. 
d. a swimming pool. 
e. adequate storage space for 
-equipment and supplies. 
accessible toilet facilities. 
separate locker and shower 
~acilities for boys and girls. 
Page 3 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
office space for physical 
-education personnel • (divide by 4) 1-2-3-4 
2. Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a._temperature control. c._lighting. e. floor surface. 
b. ventilation. d. cleanliness. f. __ adequate exits. (divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
3. Stage facilities are utilized, if available, for physical education activities. 
4. An indoor teaching station for physical education is provided for every 6 to 
8 classrooms. 
5. Adequate electrical outlets are available for the areas where dance and other 
physical education activities will be held. 
6. A minimum of five acres of playground space is provided for each elementary school. 
7. Outdoor facilities are properly fenced where necessary to insure greater safety from 
hazardous traffic conditions. 
8. Outdoor facilities include: 
a._a kindergarten-primary area. d._a hard-top area. 
e. a field or turf area. 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
b._ an apparatus area. 
c._ a multiple use area. (divide by 5) 1-2-3-4 
9. Outdoor play space: 
a._partially hard-topped. b._ has proper drainage. 
10. Court markings, inside and out, are adapted to the space available and to 
the 1level of the pupils. 
(divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
.. , 
Page4 
c~] 1. Indoor equipment includes: {List amounts on solid lines- encircle correct respo·~~e) 
~ 
a._ mats. {1) (2) (3) (4) _basketball backboards. (1) (2) (3) (4) {divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
b._climbing ropes. {1) (2) (3) (4) _net standards. (1) (2) (3) {4) 
vaulting boxes. (1) (2) (3) (4) trampolines. (1) (2) {3) (4) {divide by 4) 1-2-3-4 
- -
c._ adjustable horizontal bars. (1) (2) (3) (4) _mirrors. (1) (2) (3) (4)· 
scale, height attachments. (1) (2) (3) (4) stall bars. (1) (2) (3) (4) (divide by 4) 1-2-3-4· 
- -
d. 3-speed record players. (1) (2) (3) (4) pianos. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
.. - -
_pull-up bars. (1) (2) (3) (4) _ping pong tables. (1) '(2) (3) (4) (divide by 4) 1-2-3-4 
12. Outdoor equipment and apparatus includes: (list amounts on solid lines- encircle com~ct response) 
a._basketball backboards. (1) (2) (3) (4) ...:.._net standards.{1) (2) (3) (4)(divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
b._softball backstops. (1) (2) (3) (4) _benches. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
uprights for goals. (1) (2) (3) (4) _sand boxes. (1) (2) (3) (4) (divide by 4) 1-2-3-4 
--:{soccer and touch F. B.) 
c._high jump standards. (1) (2) (3) (4) _tetherball poles. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
_hurdles, reduced in size. (1) (2) (3) (4) _box hockey units.(1)(2)(3)(4)(divideby.tQ1-2-3-4 
d._jungle gyms. (1) (2) (3) (4) _horizontal ladders. (1) (2) (3) (4) 
_balance beams. (1) (2} (3) (4) _climbing ladders. {1) (2) (3) {4) (divide by 4} 1-2-3-4 
13. All playground apparatus is: 
a. firmly anchored. b. placed on a hard smooth surface. (divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
- - . 
14. Each i'ndividual classroom is given a basic set of physical education supplies. 1-2-3-4 
15. 
~ 
Units of physical education supplies are available, where applicable, in the ratio of 
1 to every 6 children of the largest group using them at one time. These supplies 
include: (List amounts on dotted lines, scores on solid lines.) 
a. jr. sized footballs---- kicking tees---- jr. sized basketballs----
- - -
volleyballs---- volleyball nets---- tetherballs---- (divide by 6) 
- - -
b. softballs---- softball bats---- _batting tees----
Page 5 
1-2-3-4 
bases---- catching equipment---- a 50' tape---- (divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
- - -
c. soccer ba~ls---- 6 11 playground balls---- . 8 1/211 playground balls----
- - -
1011 playground balls---- l3 11 playground balls---- a pressure 
- - -pump---- {divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
d. shuffleboard sets----_ring toss sets---- rubbor horsl;)shoe sets----
deck tennis sets---- badminton rackets---- __ badminton nets----(divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
e. victrola records---- ping pong paddles---- jump ropes----
- - -
first-aid kit---- _a stop watch--- whistles---- (divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
f. marbles---- _bean bags---- Indian clubs----
wands---- balloons---- _bowling pins---- (divide by 6) 1-2-3·4 
16. A variety of appropriate, up-to-date manuals, guides, books, and 'periodicals 
are available for the physical education staff and the classroom teachers. 1-2-3-4 
17. Armbands, different colored jerseys, pinnies, or other markers are available 
to identify participants on different teams. 
18. Teaching aids that are available and utilized include: 
a._a 16 mm. movie projector. _a film-strip projector. fil m•stri ps. 
- . 
_a 35 mm. slide projector. films. { dtvkle..b)l"'5.) 
b._portable chalkboards. 
1-2-3-4 
_a public address system. _display cases. (divide by 5) 1-2-3-4 
Part II: Total Items: 34; Possible Total for Part II: 136 School Total for Part II: 
Evaluation for Part II 
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Part Ill: Program Planning and Teacher Methods: 
~Planning: 
1 • When planning the physical education program, considerations are given to: 
a. the philosophy of the school system. the specific grade level. . (divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
- -
b._the age and sex. _child growth and d.::wulol-'m.;;nt.(dividoby2) ] ... 2-3-4 
c._the interests and needs of the pupils. ____]ndividual and group safety (divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
d. ,the carry-over value of the activity. available facilities and 
- -equipment (divide by 2} J-2-3-4 
2. The terms, veri ety, flexibility, and progression. are .inherent ln program pl.anning. 
3. Health and physical conditions of students are considered at all times. 
4. Both formal and informal types of class organization are utilized, depending on the 
type of activity being taught. 
5. Efforts to integrate selected activities with subjects of an academic nature are evident. 
6. A desirable balance is maintained in the presentation of activities. 
7. Individual lesson plans are prepared for classes of physical education. 
8. Classroom teachers have knowledge of the following activities which pertain to their 
respective grade levels: 
a._low organizational games. 
b._team sports. 
d._stunts, tumbling and apparatus, 
e._individual and couple activities. 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
c. dance activities. 
J 
f._body mechanics. (divide by 6) 1-2-3-4 
9. Pupil suggestions for program improvement are offered and considered through 
individual or class discussions. 
10. Participating children are given a voice in planning, conducting and evaluating 
the activities of the extra-class program. 
11. The extra-class program is based on seasonal activities which the child has 
learned in the instructional program. 
12. Modern teaching-aids are utilized by the staff in program planning. 
13. Up-to-date, professional journals, guides and newly published books are constantly 
checked in terms of new methods and materials. 
14. Demonstrations for the public are the outgrowth of the regular program, with all 
students participating. 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
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Adjustments in programming are provided for: 
a._the physically handicapped child. b._!'he socially handicapped child. 
15. 
~ 
c._the mentally handicapped child. (divide by 3) 1-2-3-4 
16. Handicapped children participate in the: 
a. regular class program whenever 
---:-possible. 
b. special class program when 
-necessary. {divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
Teacher Methods: 
17. Class organization including group formations, spacing, numbering, taking of 
attendance and orientation is utilized at grade levels where applicable. 
18. Warm-up exercises or activities are given to the children prior to participation 
in the more strenuous activities. 
19. Periodic youth fitness tests are administered and careful records are kept of the results. 
20. All activities are conducted under conditions encouraging safe participation in terms of: 
a. wearing apparel. 
b. facilities. 
<:. selected activities. 
d. usage of equipment. 
all" four -(4) 
any three-(3) 
any two -(2) 
any one -(1) 
none -(1) 
21. Each new activity is explained prior to demonstrating or playing it. 
22. Frequent rest periods are provided for, during the participation phase of the physical 
education program~ 
23. All students are evaluated in terms of: 
1-2-3-4 
'l-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
a. physical fitness. 1-2-3-4 
b. growth and development. 1-2-3-4 
c. skiHs. 1-2-3-4 
d. social and emotional characteristics. 1-2-3-4 
e. intellectual learning. 1-2-3-4 
24. Staff evaluation of the physical education program is a continuous process. 1-2-3-4 
25. Evaluative procedures serve as a basis for improvement of the physical education program. 1-2-3-4 
Part Ill: Total Items: 32; Possible Total for Part Ill: 128 School Total for Part Ill: 
Evaluation for Part Ill : 
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Part IV: Cldss Content 
---·~. The general types of activities offered vary from day to day at the: 
a._primary level. b. intermediate level. (divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
2. Activities are presented on a seasonal basis for the: 
a._primary level only. b._intermediate level only. c. both levels. 
-
3. More •than one type of activity is 'included during a class period for the children 
at the primary I eve I, 
4. Boys are separated from girls in selected activities in the fifth and sixth grades. 
5. The extra-class program is open to all children in the fifth and sixth grades. 
6. Supervised "free play 11 is offered during the noon hour. 
7. Types of activities included for the lower elementary grades include: 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
a._ running and tag games. _simple ball games. (divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
b._relays. _simple team games. u II II 1-2-3-4 
c._ class(oo,rn games. 
d._ stunts, tumbling and apparatus. 
e._individual and couple activities. 
f • __ playground apparatus. 
9. ____:basic rhythms. 
h._ mimetics and story plays. 
_swimming. 
_rope climbing. 
_body mechanics. 
_singing games. 
folk dancing. 
-
activity integratlon with 
-academic subiects, 
" 
II II 1-2-3-4 
11 II II 1-2-3-4 
II II II 1-2-3-4 
II II II 1-2-3-4 
II II II 1-2 ... 3-4 
II II II 1-2-3-4 
8. Types of activities included for the upper elementary grades include: 
a._low organizational activities. 
b._skilldrills and leadup games. 
c._folk-dancing. 
d._social dancing. 
e._tumbling activities. 
f._rope climbing. 
g. swimming. 
-
a variety of individual 
-and couple activities. 
_team sports. 
_square dancing. 
individual stunts. 
(divide by 2) 1-2-3-4 
It II II 1-2-3-4 
II II II 1-2-3-4 
II II II 1-2-3-4 
II II 1-2-3-4 apparatus (including playground)." 
-
_body mechanics. II II II 1-2-3-4 
activity integration with 
-academic subjects. 11 11 11 1-2-3-4 
21; Possible Total for Part IV: 84. School Total for PQrt IV: 
... • t t t) t 
Part IV: Total Items: 
Evaluation for Part IV : 
76 
APPENDIX C 
0 
(Second,..draft Fom) 
Elementary Evaluative Criteria: Physical Education Section*: 
Instruction Sheet 
The items contained in this section reflect the thinking of modern-day physical educators. It is the 
intent that the use of this instrument will evaluate an elementary school physical education program 
in terms of strengths and weaknesses and provide a sound basis for necessary improvements and 
additions. The evaluation, therefore, should be the best judgments of the physical education 
personnel and/or visiting committee. 
All items are scored on a basis of 4, 3, 2, or 1. These numerical scores conform with the standards 
which 'appear below: 
4--Maior Provision evident: few improvements or additions needed: 
3--Par'tial Provision evident: several additions and improvements needed: 
2--Minor Provision evident: many additions and improvements needed: 
1--No Provision evident: 
, The examples that follow illustrate the use of the standards in scoring the items: 
A-1 A definite philosophy, specific aims, objectives and policies are set forth in 
writing and are available to the public. 
(In this example, a rating of 2 is given, indicating that only minor provision 
'is evident with several additions and improvements needed.) 
A-2 Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a._3_temperdture control. d.~ cleanliness. 
b. __L venti I ati on • 
c._.J.._Iighting. 
e • ...1,__floor surface. 
f ·~adequate exits. 
(When an item such as this appears, it is necessary to score each sub-item in 
terms of the standards and to divide the total of these scores by the number of 
sub-items. This will determine the final evaluation, which is in the above 
eXIJ!nple a 3, or •·partial provision evident. 11 ) 
1@3-4 
In other items, the standards have been applied as weighted responses. The score is determined by 
the response or responses selected. The following four examples will indicate the use ~f this method: 
A-3 Appropriate costumes ore required for children in the fifth and sixth grades. 
a.. gym suits. @ b. play clothes. (3) c. none required.(l) 1-2-3-@ 
A-4 Parental permission is required in writing for child participation in the 
extra-class program. 
a. Yes (4) b. No @ w----4 
* Revised Development. 
A-5 Outdoor facilities include: (insert check for Yes, leave blank if No) 
a. v a kindargartan-primary area. 
c._ an apparatus area. 
b. v a hard-top court area. 
d ..... ..;. a field or turf area. 
-(total the number of checks for score) 
A-6 An annual inventory of all equipment and supplies is required and includes: 
a. the total number of each item. 
b. an evaluation of present condition. 
c. recommendation for new materiels. 
abc-(4) 
ab-(3) 
~(2) 
lJc-(1) 
1-2@4 
1@3-4 
(The first two examples, A-3 and A-4 can be scored by using one response only. Examples 
A-5 and A-6 illustrate how the score will be determined on the total responses evident .r -- · -· · 
In all cases, encircle correct responses and final scores. 
Provisions are made ct the completion of each division for a single score that is interpreted 
in terms of the four standards. (See example below) 
, 
Part 1: Total Items: 24; Possible Total for Part 1: 96; School Total for Part I: 
Evaluation for Part 1: 
To determine the score for Part I, the following formula is used: 
School Total 
Total Items Score for Part ( ~! = 3) 
..... _, 
Part.!: Departmental Organization and Policies 
General Policies: 
.. 1. Physical education classes are held: ~ 
a. 5 days a week (4) 
d. 2 days a week (2) 
b. 4 days a week (4) 
e • 1 day a week ( 1 ) 
c. 3 days a week (3) 
' 2. Encircle the time allotment {within 5 minutes) for the instructional period in 
physical education. (L indicates grades 1-3; U indicates grades 4-6) 
Lower grades: 15' (2) 
Upper grades: 15' (1) 
30' (4) 
30' (4) 
45' (2) 
45' (4) 
60' (1) 
60' (1) 
3. A definite philosophy, specific aims, objectives and policies are set forth 
in writing and are available to the public. 
4. A written, up-to-date course of study for grades 1 through 6 is kept on file in the 
administrative offices and copies are available upon request. 
5. The physical education program is allowed an adequate budget for the purchase 
and upkeep of equipment and supplies. 
6. An insurance plan to cover physical education activities is available to all 
students and -provided by: 
a. the school system. (4) b. the children's parents. (3) c. none provided. (1) 
7. An annual inventory of all equipment and supplies includes: 
a. the total number of each item. abc-(4) 
ab -(3) 
b. an eva I uation of present condition. ac -(2) 
be -(1) 
c. recommendations for new materials. 
8. Apparatus, equipment and supplies are periodically checked and kept in good repair. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
9. Snea~ers are required to be worn by all students during the activity periods. 
Yes ( 4) No ( 1 ) 
10. Appropriate costumes are required for children in the upper elementary grades. 
-, 
a. gym suits. (4} b. play clothes. (3) c. none required. (1) 
Personnel:. 
11 • Physical education is under the supervision of a well-qualified physical educator. 
12. Instruction in the physical education program is provided by: 
a. a special teacher of physical education. 
b. the classroom teacher. 
• c. the special teacher and the classroom teacher. 
L-(3) U-(4) 
L-(2) u .. (2) 
L-(4) U-(3) 
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1-2-3-4 
L-1-2-3-4 
U-1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-----4 
.1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
L-1-2-3-4 
U-1-2-3-4 
• 
• 
13. An organized program of in-service education is offered to classroom teachers 
who are responsible for teaching physical education • 
Yes (4) No (1) 
14. Classroom teachers are encouraged to participate in physical education staff 
and departmental meetings. 
15. Instructors serving in the extra-class program: 
a. are paid extra. (4) 
b. are given released time for classes. (3) 
c. are paid as part of their regular teaching salary. (2) 
·16. Instructors in the extra-class program are: 
Yes (4) No (1) 
a. physical education personnel. (4) b. classroom teachers. (3) 
c. college students. (2) d. others. (1) 
Medical: 
17. A school nurse is: a. on duty. (4) b. on call. (2) 
18. Regular periodical medical examinations are reqyired for all students and are given: 
a. annually. (4) b. every two years. (3) c. every three years. (1) 
19. Necessary information concerning the physical education progr~m is supplied to 
local physicians by school officials to assist them in making recommendations 
for individual program limitation. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
Extra-Class: 
20. The need for more physical activity through an extra-class program for the upper 
elementary grades is recognized and provided for by the school administration. 
a. grades 4-5-6. (4) b. grades 5-6. (3) 
c. grade 6 only. (2) d. none provided. ( 1 ) 
21 • Parental permission is required in writing for child's participation in the 
extra-class program. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
22. Transportation is available, when necessary, to help insure participation in 
extra-class activities and is provided by: 
a. the school. (4) b. the parents. (2) c. none provided. (1) 
Part 1: Total Items: 24; Possible Total for Part 1: 96 School Total for Part 1: 
Evaluation for Part I . . 
-
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1-----4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1r2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
Part ~: Facilities, Equipment and Supplies: 
Indoor facilities include: 
a. ·a gymnasi urn. 
b. a multipurpose room. 
c. an emergency first-aid room. 
d. a swimming pool. 
e. (insert a check for Yes; leave blank if No) 
adequate storage space for 
-equipment and supplies. 
accessible toilet facilities. 
separate locker and shower 
-facilities for boys and girls. 
. 
office space for physical 
-education personnel. 
Poge· 3 
1-2-3-4 
1-2~3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3~4 
(total the number of checks for score) 1 ~2-3-4 
2. Indoor conditions are adequate in terms of: 
a._temperature control. c._lighting. e. floor surface. 
b. ventilation. d. cleanliness. f. __ adequate exits. (-;-6) 
3. Stage facilities are utilized, if available, for physical education activities. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
4. One indoor teaching station for physical ed~cation is provided for every: 
a. ·6-11 classrooms. (4) b. 12-14 classrooms. (3) c. 15-19 classrooms. (2) 
d. 20-24 classrooms. (1) 
5. Adequate electrical outlets are available for the areas where dance and other 
physical education activities will be held. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
6. A minimum acreage of playground space is provided for each elementary school. 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
1-2-3-4 
1-~---4 
a. over 10 acres. (4) b. 7-10 acres. (3) c. 5-6 acres. (2) d. less than 5. (1) 1-2-3-4 
7. Outdoor facilities are properly fenced where necessary to insure greater safety from 
hazardous traffic conditions. 
Yes ( 4) No ( 1) 
8. Outdoor facilities include: (insert a check for Yes; leave blank if no) 
a._ a kindergarten-primary area. 
c._ an apparatus area. 
()- 9. Outdoor play space has proper drainage. 
b._ a hard-top court area. 
d. a field or turf area. 
(total the number of checks for score) 
Yes (4) No (1) 
1-2-3-4 
l-----4 
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10. Court markings, inside and out, are adaptad to the space available and to the level of the pupils: 
Yes (4) No (1) 1-----4 0 11. I d I d d ( h n oor equipment inc u es o equate amounts of: insert a c eck for Yes; leave 
0 
blank if No) (List amounts on the dotted lines.) (Total the number of checks 
for score on each division.) 
a. mats.---
_climbing ropes.---
b. basketball backboards.---
....__ 
nef standards.---
c. _scales, height attac:hments.---
3-speed redord players.---
-
_vaulting boxes.---
- adjustable horizontal bars·.---
mirrors.---
stall bars.---
_pianos.---
table tennis tables.---
12. Outdoor equipment and apparatus includes adequate amounts of: (insert a check for Yes; 
leave blank if No) (List amounts on the dott.ad linas.,) (Total the number of checks 
for score on each division.) 
a. basketball backboards.---
, nef standards .. ---
·-
b. _softball backstops.-•-
_uprights for goals.---
c. _jungle gyms.---
balance beams.---
--.... 
13e All playground apparatus is: 
a._firmly anchored. 
_high iump standards.---
_hurdl~s, reduced in size,--.. 
sand boxes .• ---
_tetherbali poles~---
horizontal ladders.---
_climbing ladders.---
b. placed on a 'hard smooth surface. (7-2) 
1-2-3·4 
1:..2-3-4 
i-2-3-4 
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014. Units of physical education supplies are available in adequate amounts, where applicable, 
in the ratio of 1 to every 6 children of the largest group using them at one time. (Insert 
0 
a check for Yes; leave blank if No) (List amounts on dotted lines.) (Total the number of 
checks for score on each division.) 
a. _jr. sized footballs.---
__ volleyballs. ---
b. __ jr. sized basketballs.---
tetherballs.---' 
c. softba II s. ---
bases.---
d. _6" playground balls.---
_10" playground balls.---
e. 
f. 
shuffl aboard sets.---
deck tennis sets.---
badminton rackets.---
victrola records.---
g._ marbles.---
wands.---
h. _jump ropes.---
whistles.---
i ,• __ a 50-foot tape.---
-a pressure pump.---
__ kicking tees.---
__ volleyball nets.---
_batting tees.---
soccer balls.---
softball bats.---
_catching equipment.---
__ SJ) playground balls.---
_13" playground balls.---
__ ring toss sets.---
rubber horseshoe sets.---
badminton nets.---
_table tennis paddles.---
_bean bags.---
ballq_ons.---
indian clubs.---
_bowling pins.---
a first-aid kit.---
- a stop-watch.---
15. Each individual classroom has its own basic physical education supplies. 
16. Armbands, different colored jerseys, pinnies, or other markers are available to 
identify participants on different teams. 
Yes ( 4) No ( 1) 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
• 17. Teaching aids that are available and utilized includa: (Insert a check for Yes; 
leave blank if No) (Total th.;J number of checks for score on each division.) 
a. _a 16mm. movie projector. 
_on ov .)rhGad projector. 
'b. _portable chalkboards. 
_a pub I i c address system. 
__ a film-strip projector. 
__ a tape recorder. 
bulletin boards. 
__ display cases. 
Part II: Total Items: 34; Possible Total for Part II: 136 School Total for Part II: 
Evaluation for Part II 
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1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
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Part ill_: Program Planning~ Teacher Methods: 
Program Planning: 
1. When planning the physical education program, considerations are given to: (insert a check 
for Yes; leave blank for No) (Total the number of chacks for score on each division.) 
a._tha philosophy of the school systam. _the specific grade level. 
_the age and se>t. _child growth and development. 1-2-3-4 
b._the interests and needs of the pupils. _individual and group safety • 
. _the carry-over value of the activity. _available facilities and equipment. 1-2-3-4 
c._variety. 
_flexibility. 
__ progression. 
health conditions. 
2. Both formal and informal types of class organization are utiliz-ad, depending on the 
typa of activity being taught. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
..3. Efforts to integrat~ selected activities with subjects of an acadamic nature are evident. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
4. A desirable breadth and balance is maintained in the presentation of activities. 
5. lesson plans are pre?ared for classes of physical education. 
6. Pupil suggestion for program improvement are offered and considered through individual 
or class discussions. 
7. The extra-class program is based on seasonal activities which the child has learned 
in the instructional pro;~ram. 
8. Children are given a voice in planning, conducting and evaluating the activities of 
the extra-class program. 
9. Modern teaching aids are utilized by tha staff in program planning. 
10. A variety of appropriate, up-to~data manuals, guides, books and periodicals are 
available and utilized by the physical education staff and the classroom teachers. 
11 • Demonstrations for the public are the outgrowth of the regular program, with many 
studants participating. 
12. Adjustments in programming are provided for: 
a._the physically handicapped child. b._the socially handicapped child. 
1-2-J-4 
1-----4 
1-----4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-J-4 
1-2-3-4 
c._the mentally handicapped child. d._the physically gifted child. (-;.4) 1-2-3-4 
13. Handicapped children participate in the: 
a.. regular class program whenever 
-possible. 
b ._special class program wh~n 
necessary. (72) 1-2-J-4 
Teacher Mathods: 
14. 
~ 
~-
Class organization including group formations, spacing, numbering, taking of 
attendanc~ and orientation is utilized at grade levels where applicable. 
15. Warm-up exercises or activities precede instruction in physical education. 
Yes (4) No (1) 
16. Periodic youth fitness tests are: (insert a check for Yes; leave blank if No) 
a. administered. b._ careful records are kept. 
c._the results are followed up. d. __ individual constructive help is given. 
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1-2-3-4 
1-----4 
(total th . .i\ number of chE;cks for score) 1-2-3-4 
17. All activities are conducted under conditions encouraging safe. porticipation in 
terms of: (insert a check for Yes; leave blank if No) 
a._ wearing apparel. 
c. selected activities. 
b. facilities. 
d._usage of equipment. 
(total the number of checks for score) 
18. Each new activity is explained or demonstrated before the participation phase:. 
19. Rest periods are provided, when needed, during the physicql education pmgram. 
20. All students are evaluated in terms -f)f: 
a. physical fitness. 
b, growth and development. 
c. skills. 
d. social and emotional characteristics. 
e. activity know ledges and understandings. 
21. Staff evaluation of the physical educcttion.program is a continuous prQc:ess. 
22. Evaluative procedures serve as a besis for improvernent..of tlw physical education 
program. 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2·3-4 
1-2 ... 3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-~-4 
Part Ill: Total Items: 28; Possible Total for Part Ill: 112; School Total for Port Ill: 
-Evaluation for Part Jll : 
-
Part IV: Class Content 
·a 1. The general types of activities offered vary from day to day at the: 
a. lower elementdry grade level. b. upper elementary grade level. 
- \' -
2. More than one type of ~ctivity is included during a class period for children 
in the lower elementary grades., 
3. Activities are presented on a seasonal basis for the upper elementary grades. 
4. Boys are separated from girls in selected activities in the upper elementary grades. 
5. The extra-class program is open to ?II children in the upper elementary grades. 
6. Types of activities included for the lower elementary grades includ,e: 
a. running an(l tag games. a~____!elayk. 
o.__.___ slm'ple ball gdmes. b.____!imple team gdmes 
d. 
class room games. 
individual stunts. 
c. ____!Wi mm i ng. 
d.___!umbling and apparatus. 
e._ rope climbing. e.~ody mechanics. 
f._ individual and couple activities. f.__playground apparatus. 
g._ singing games. 
h._ basic rhythms. 
g. __ mimetics and story plays. 
h.__!olk dancing. 
7. Types of activities included for the upper elementary grades include: 
a. low organizational activities. a. a variety of individual and 
----couple activities. 
b._ lead-up games. b. ___!eam sports. 
c. skill-drills. c. ____!Jody mechanics. 
d._ square dancing. d. ___!Wimming. 
e. folk-dancing. e. ___!Ocial dancing. 
f. tumbling activities. f. individual stunts. 
g. rope climbing. 
-
g.~pparatus (including playground) 
Part· ~v~ Total Jtems: 20; Possible Total for Part IV: 80; School Total for Part IV: 
Evaluation for Part IV: 
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h-2) 1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
1-2-3-4 
H-2) 1•2;;..3-4 
II J~.~o2•3•4 
II 1-2-3..14 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
(+2) 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
II 1-2-3-4 
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